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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purposes of this investigation are to field test, evaluate
and improve an innovative teaching device in schools for the hearing
impaired. The device, called MITVR, or Mediated Interaction by Tele-
vised Responses, is a visual response system using multiple tele-
vision cameras and monitors to provide instantaneous feedback to teach
er and students during the interaction phase of education.
Problems in Educating Hearing Impaired Students
•'Our best estimate, supported by an extensive
detailed study of Pittsburgh schoolchildren, is
that 5 percent of school-age children have hearing
levels, in one ear at least, outside the range of
normal.
. .and that one to two of every ten in this
group require special educational attention. (These
figures do not include children in special schools
for the deaf.)
•••"The projections of Educational Statistics of
the Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare indicate a school-age popula-
tion of 51,000,000 for 1968-1969, which will include
2,550,000 children with hearing levels outside the
range of normal and 255,000 requiring special edu-
cation services.
1
Over 38,000 of these students were emoted in schools for the deaf
2
in 1967-1968. These deaf students have serious problems resulting in
^S. Richard Silverman, et. al., "Deaf Children". In Hallowell
Davis and S. Richard Silverman (Eds.) Hearing and Deafness. (3rd ed.;
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970), pp. 386, 387.
Ibid., p. 387.
1
2their education taking several years longer to complete than their
hearing counterparts.
"Under favorable circumstances we have about
ten thousand hours to develop a deaf child into
a functional and productive citizen.
He must learn language and communication skills,
social skills, and vocational skills, in a period
of about ten years. All he has against him is that
he starts four or five years behind in his devel-
opment of language skills, lacks the primary sense
for receiving outside communications, and must be
capable of getting along in a world of hearing people.
Added to this, he must learn a phonetic language
which he will never hear. Even under optimal con-
ditions it seems difficult for this child to be a
"productive" rather than a "dependent" citizen ."3
Language difficulties are responsible for much of the resulting edu-
cational retardation of the deaf.
. ..
,TWhen the deaf child enters school, he is usually
without speech or an understanding of language. It
takes approximately three years to prepare the child
for the first grade and a total of from ten to twelve
years to complete the eight elementary grades. The
deaf child therefore becomes retarded as a result of
his difficulty in the acquisition of language."^
As a consequence, education of the deaf requires special physical
facilities and teaching methods. The classes must be small in number
and many electronic devices are requir . Special teachers and ma-
terials are needed. In short, the educational process is time con-
suming and expensive.
3
Donald Perrin, "Ten Thousand Hours", American Annal s of the
Deaf
,
113, No. 5, (November 1968), p. 1107.
4
S. Richard Silverman, et. al., "Deaf Children", in Hallovell
Davis and S. Richard Silverman (Eds.), Hearing and Deafness . (2nd ed.
New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, i960), p. 426.
3The Need for Two-Way J^ojrwxmicat
i
jon ( Interac t ion
)
in the Classroom
Educational research supports participation and interaction as
5
efficient means to learning. Students tend to learn quickly when
their actions are reinforced or remediated. Deaf students are no ex-
ception as evidenced by research involving sentence composition of
fourth grade deaf students.
•'The instatement of reinforcement and remediation
as consequences for appropriate composition estab-
lished and maintained high response rates and high
levels of accuracy."^
The immediacy of remediation or feedback also plays a substantive role
in the promotion of learning.
"The subject should be told the results of his re-
sponses not only as precisely as possible, but also
as soon after each trial as possible. • .in typical
learning situations the relation between length of
delay and effectiveness is described by an exponen-
tial or negative growth function. . .The knowledge of
results., .should be automatic, immediate, atjd mean-
ingfully related to the task being learned.
Feedback to teachers is also valuable, for it offers the teach-
er an a" 'ment of the student's learning problems and teaching ef-
fectiveness. When the teacher is aware of exactly which students aren't
5
Robert M. Travers, Research and Theory Related to Audiovisual
Information Transmiss ion, (Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, 1967)
pp. 68, 73.
^Herbert Todd Eachus, The Effects of Token Reinforcement and
Verbal Remedi ation on the Rate. Accuracy, and Length of Sentence Com-
position' by Deaf Children.' Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation. Amherst,
Massachusetts: University of Massachusetts, 1969, p. 83.
7
Dael Wo 1 f 1
e
, 'Training", Handbook of Experimental Psychology ,
ed. S.vS. Stevens, (Hew York: Wiley, 195l)~, pp. 1268-1269.
4learning certain concepts, corrective measures may be taken as necessary.
Some effective methods of consequation through two-way commun-
ication used today are programmed learning, computer assisted instruc-
tion, and certain teacher behaviors. Unfortunately, these methods
generally provide interaction with only one student on an individual
basis. There is a need for an interaction tool which may be used with
small groups in the classroom.
"Much of the improvement of education in recent
years has come from dividing education into presen-
tations, individual study, and interaction and then
providing specialized personnel, facilities, group-
ing, media and techniques for each. We have paid
more attention to and been more successful with the
first two phases than the last one.
..."Small group interaction in which teacher
and students have an opportunity and responsibility
for two-way communication, response, argument, de-
bate, development of consensus, etc., has been ne-
glected in most schools, except for the reading group.
...
,TNewer media have so far contributed almost
nothing to the give and take which are essential in-
gredients of small group interaction.
Visual Response Systems, A Possible Means
of Providing Two-Way Communications
"The Mediated Interaction Visual Response system,
MIVR, is an attempt to add an instantaneous visual
response mode to a group of eight students in front
of their teacher who in turn has a variety of oral
and visual presentation modes and materials at his
command.
action"
O
Raymond Wyman, "A Visual Response System for Small Group Inter-
Audiovisual Jnj3t£uc^ij>n, (September, 1968), p. 715.
^Ibid., p. 715.
5There are two kinds of visual response systems presently in
existence, one called MIVR which is a collection of overhead project-
ors and screens, one for each student and one for the teacher. The
other is an alternate version called MITVR which uses television cam-
eras instead of overhead projectors, and uses a teacher's console of
eight television monitors instead of eight projection screens for the
eight students involved. Both systems are similar in use, but the
MITVR system is designed to alleviate some faults inherent in the MIVR
system.
Briefly, visual response systems are used with overhead pro-
jectors in the following ways: the teacher asks a question, gives a
direction, or demands a response from the students. All students re-
spond by indicating answers on their overhead projectors. The teacher
scans tne answers on the screens to check the correctness of the stu-
dent's responses. Every student responds as best he can to every re-
quest of the teacher. If all responses are acceptable, the teacher
reinforces the students and immediately moves on to the next stimulus.
If any of the responses are incorrect, the teacher identifies them
and remediates the student, with explanations or corrections.^ Figure 1
shows an optimum room setup using the MIVR system.
The MIVR system is used in a number of ways:
"The most elementary use for the MIVR system in-
volves oral instruction such as spelling. Each student
puts his numbered response sheet on his overhead and
the teacher dictates the words to be spelled in numer-
ical order. Each student writes, the machines are
^Raymond Wyman, Technological Aid for Interac tion. Unpublished
report. Amherst, Massachusetts: University of Massachusetts, October,
1969.
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Figure 1 — MIVR overhe&d layout
7turned on, and all are immediately checked and cor-
rected as necessary.
"Objects can be held up for identification and
responses written on a lined or partitioned trans-
parency sheet. What color is this? What shape is
this? Name this. What animal? What instrument?
What coin? How many?
"Actions can be dramatized for written verbs or
sentences. What am 1 doing? What is the verb?
"Penmanship or handwriting is a constant prob-
lem. The MIVR system, with all projectors on, would
enable the teacher to study every motion made in
constructing letters and words. Mistakes could be
identified and corrected before they acquired the
force of habit.
"One set of more complex prepared transparencies
can be used by the teacher to call for written stu-
dent responses. They would likely be the same trans-
parencies used in the teaching phase to a larger
group of students. What country is this? What man?
What color? What number? What shape? What part of
speech?
"Incomplete transparencies can be used by the
teacher, and the students can then write or construct
only the missing part. 2+2
=
_? 1/2 x 2/3= ?
John went the store. One group ready to go
to the store. Label the state colored green. Write
the sound that each animal makes. Write labels for
the numbered parts of this plant. Which angle is
the acute one.?"H
Drill also lends itself easily to the MIVR system.
"...The MIVR system may make drill a more satis-
fying experience for both teacher and students.
There would be little chance for students to get
bored because the teacher would be constantly adapt-
ing' the difficulty and rate to the observed re-
sponses of the particular group of students under
particular circumstances. Students would never prac-
tice errors as so often happens with traditional
drill. Drill materials could be made up extemporan-
eously by an experienced teacher rather than made
and duplicated for distribution. The give and take
would make the teacher an active partner in the pro-
cess rather than a taskmaster
.
^^Wyman, Audiovi sua l Instruction, p. 716.
^Ibid., p. 716.
8The MIVR system has made impressive contributions toward
two-way communications of facts and ideas in small learning groups
Mediated Interact ion by Televised Response (MITVR)
,
An Alternate Visual Response Sys tern
The Mediated Interaction by Televised Response system is simi-
lar to its sister, the MIVR system in both application and principle.
"...Each of eight students has a regular desk
and chair facing the teacher and arranged in a
V so that eye and lip contact is maintained.
A small television camera is suspended over each
student's desk with the lens 24" above the desk
surface. Three different response sheets have
been printed in quantity for student use. The
ruled response sheets enable the teacher to re-
quire responses in specific places so that all
responses can be checked quickly. The teacher
has a console containing eight small television
monitors reproducing the field of view of each of
the student cameras. The eight images can be
scanned quickly to determine the appropriateness
of individual responses, or the actual responding
process for a particular Student can be studied in
detail. Due to the limited resolution of the sys-
tem and the small image size, a somewhat blunt
soft pencil must be used for writing. As the teach-
er observes any response worthy of comment to the
group, he presses the corresponding button on the
console and that student'.- ’*k qppears on the two
23" monitors for all students to observe together.
The student may be asked to correct his response
and all students can observe the process. Dis-
cussion of the process can proceed without any vis-
ual interference at eye or lip level.
Figure 2 shows an overhead view of the equipment's layout. Figures
13
Raymond Wyman, "Mediated Interaction with Individual Tele-
vision Cameras." At printer's. Will appear in American Annals of
the_Deaf, November, 1970.
93 and 4 show details of the teacher's console and student's respond-
ing area respectively.
MITVR was designed in reaction to discontentment with the
MIVR system among some of its users. A new teaching tool had to be
developed which would have all the advantages of the MIVR system, but
not have the disadvantages of the MIVR system. This means the new
teaching tool would have to do the following things which according
to a paper by the system's originator, Dr. Raymond Wyman, MIVR could
j 14do:
Provide teachers with a visual mode of presenting material through
overhead projection.
Provide each of eight students with a visual means of communica-
tion with the teacher.
* Allow all students to respond to each question asked by the teacher.
Allow the teacher to give immediate reinforcement for acceptable
responses.
* Allow the teacher to identify and correct mistakes.
* Lighten the load of papers to be corrected at home by the teacher
by virtue of the immediate correction of student responses.
* Be used as a behavioristic training device by practice teachers.
According to a report by a user of the system, Richard Dirst of the
American School for the Deaf, MIVR also can provide for:^~*
Raymond Wyman, A_ReJiayior_ Oriented Initia l Te aching Exper-
ience. Unpublished report. Amherst, Massachusetts: University of
Massachusetts, September, 1969.
15
Richard D. Dirst, A Report on the MIVR
,
Unpublished report.
American School for the Deaf, 1969. pp. 1-3.
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*
Students applying what they have learned by correcting each
other's mistakes.
A slower student's sense of belonging to the class.
Opportunity for choosing oral, manual, simultaneous, or writ-
ten responses.
* Involvement of all of the students 100% of the time.
Another requirement of the new teaching tool is that it does not
possess the inherent shortcomings of MIVR. Disadvantages of MIVR
mentioned in Mr. Dirst's report are:"^
* Confusing maze of technical equipment.
* Equipment failure: bulbs burn out.
* Materials failure: overhead pens run dry, china markings hard
to remove from acetate sheets.
* Snorkels of the projectors are in the way interfering with
signing and lip reading.
* Detailed remediation of one student causes the others to wait,
defeating one of the purposes of MIVR.
* More class preparation necessary.
* The slow child may become embarassed.
Other disadvantages not mentioned in Mr. Dirst's report are:
* Bothersome light coming from the projection stage shines in
the student's eyes.
* Projector fan noise is picked up easily by the student's hear-
ing aid.
16
Ibid., pp. 3, 6.
34
Felt pens have soft tips which bend easily under the student's
pressure.
* The te acher generally may not see a student's work without all
other students seeing it also, thus there is no control over
what is seen by whom.
The students must look behind them in order to view each other's
work.
MIVR has been shown to be an effective teaching tool, 17 how-
ever, some teachers are not likely to take advantage of this innova-
tion because of its drawbacks. In order to make the visual response
system attractive to teachers, the problems with the system had to be
attacked and solved.
The MITVR system was designed to solve all of these problems,
while maintaining the advantages of the MIVR system.
Objectives of MITVR
The MITVR system is designed to meet the following objectives:
(Some of these objectives are treated more thoroughly in Table 1).
Given a classroom with eight deaf students and a qualified teacher of
the deaf, the MITVR system will:
a. Increase student participation in drill by:
1) allowing all students to respond to the teacher
in each session;
2) allow many responses per student per session.
17
Raymond Wyman, "Progress Report on the Visual Response System,"
"Symposium on Research and Utilization of Educational Media for Teaching
the Deaf", Americ an Annals of the De af, 1969, p. 846.
15
b. Provide for immediate remediation to the students.
c. Allow assessment of student learning problems.
d. Guide the teacher to satisfactory pacing.
e. Allow students to apply what they have already learned
as they correct each other's mistakes.
f. Not inhibit oral communication.
g. Be simple to operate.
h. Be reliable, having few equipment failures and breakdowns.
i* Be attractive to students and teachers by being aesthe-
tically and mechanically appropriate for use in the classroom.
In addition, the MITVR system is designed not to:
a. Require special pens or writing surfaces such as overhead
pens or transparent acetate sheets.
b. Impede speech reading due to mechanical components inter-
fering with vision.
c. Generate sounds or electromagnetic fields which will be
picked up easily by the students' hearing aids.
d. Cost over $5,000 per classroom unit of eight student
capacity.
In summation, the MITVR system is designed to have all the good attri-
butes of MIVR, without having the drawbacks of MIVR.
CHAPTER II
THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
The MITVR system has never been tested, in fact until this
year no visual response system has ever undergone formal evaluative
research, even though MIVR systems are now in long-term operation at
schools for the deaf in Hartford, Connecticut; Knoxville, Tennessee;
Phoenix, Arizona; Berkely, California; Riverside, California; and
Council Bluffs, Iowa.^
Problem S tatement
How effective is the MITVR system when used by a teacher with
eight deaf students in a school for the deaf?
Effectiveness will be measured by the degree to which the in-
stallation achieves the objectives for which it was designed as out-
lined on the preceeding pages.
Dual Objective s; Evaluat e and Improve
One overall objective is to assess the effectiveness of MITVR
as an installation that permits simultaneous television monitoring
eight deaf students responding to an instructor during the interaction
phase of education.
Besides evaluating the MITVR system, the experimenter will
suggest improvements for the system and carry out as many of the
^Raymond Wyman, "Mediated Interaction with Individual Tele-
vision Cameras", At printer’s. Will appear in American Annals of the
Deal, November, 1970.
16
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improvements as possible during the study. A log was kept record-
ing difficulties with the system and indicating the corrective measures
taken followed by the results of those corrective measures. The pur-
pose of the study is not only to assess the effectiveness of the in-
stallation, but to develop an effective installation.
CHAPTER III
DESIGN AND PROCEDURE
Des ign Phase
s
The study underwent several phases, some of which occurred
long before the research took place* The first phase, writing of
specifications for the equipment, took place during September, 1969.
Rationale for many of the specifications was based on experience with
the MIVR system. Certain specifications were made to solve design
problems inherent in the NUVF* system. The second phase was the com-
paring of contract bids which took place in November, 1969.
"It was deemed essential to determine not only if the
concept would work, but whether it could be made to
work at a reasonable price. It would be of little value
to find that $50,000 worth of equipment would do an
important job."-'-
For this reason, $5,000 was set as the maximum price which would be
paid for the system. The two contractors who were able to meet the
specifications were Audio Video Industries and Burns Electronics. In
January, 1970, Burns was selected for its custom assembly of all com-
ponents, high resolution and light weight of the cameras, sound over-
all design, and good reputation of the company. The third phase was
the assembly and testing of the equipment. This was done on March 19,
1970, in the Television Studio at Clarke School for the Deaf. The fourth
‘'’Raymond Wyman, ,rMediated Interaction with Individual Tele-
vision Cameras". At printers. Will appear in American Annals of the
Deaf, November, 1970.
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arid final phase of the operation was the research oomponent of the
study.
In general accordance with Dr. Hutchinson's evaluation model
A Methodology for Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts", this
phase consisted of several steps.
The first step was to systematically break down the general
objective of the MITVR system into elementary sub-objectives. The
overall objective of the MITVR system is to provide simultaneous tele-
vision monitoring of eight deaf students responding to an instructor
during the interaction phase of education. The sub-objectives of the
system (which were mentioned in Chapter I) as agreed upon by its de-
signers, will be listed shortly. The second step in the study's de-
sign was to analyze the sub-objectives and find their measurable com-
ponents. The procedure for quantifying those components became the
third or operationalization stage. Expectations are described in
reference to the results of quantifying the measurable components.
Table 1 shows the relationships and sequences of these three stages.
The three steps mentioned above are a means of developing an
objective description of MITVR* s basic purposes. In order for these
purposes to be objectively assessed, had to be broken into meas-
urable components, and these components quantified. Certainly other
means of researching MITVR are possible. A mere description of MITVR
in use was considered too subjective to be of much value. Measuring
student learning as a result of using MITVR was not included because
it was not part of the ongoing Clarke School program. The above means
of assessing the effectiveness of MITVR was objective, repeatable, and
also licensed by the Clarke School administration.
Objectives
of
MITVR
and
how
examined
20
Table
1
(continued)
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Operationalization of the Study
The general strategy for this phase of the study was to choose
a school for the deaf with the appropriate setting and climate for the
study, next negotiate the conditions and limitations of the study with
the staff, and then proceed to gather data on the system's operation,
followed by an analysis of the data.
Setting and Climate:
Clarke School for the Deaf was chosen to host the study be-
cause of its distinction, accessibility, size of classes, co-operative
spirit, and its propensity toward media. A conference with the staff
and teachers resulted in an agreement to move the equipment into a
classroom for two weeks or longer if warranted by teacher demand for
the system. The observer would remain in the classroom when the sys-
tem was in use and record performance data. When the system was not
in use, the observer would record data pertinent to traditional class-
room behavior with which to make comparisons later. The system would
be used at the teacher's discretion, and left on "standby" when not
in use.
Data-Gathering Procedure:
The procedure for data-gathering was as follows: starting
on February 27, details involving equipment operation were logged (See
Appendix I). Technical data such as equipment reliability, etc., were
recorded. Meanwhile, adjustments we re made to the system to make it
easier to operate, more reliable, and more attractive. Starting March
16, the experimenter attended the classes of the cooperating teacher
and sat unobtrusively in the back of the room counting the number of
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responses and remediations of each student in the class for each
period of the class day. As shown on a sample data-gathering sheet
in Appendix VIII, the date, time, teacher, subject, and setting were
recorded for each class. This would allow comparisons of subjects or
teachers relative to the setting of the class, be it a traditional or
a MITVR class. From March 16 to May 4, data was recorded in this
fashion from the back of the room. When the MITVR system was in use,
other data was taken in addition to the responses and remediations
of the students. Whenever possible, a record was kept of the number
of times the switcher/monitor was used during the class. Whenever the
teacher pressed a button to display a student’s work, a tic was re-
corded in the appropriate space on the tally sheet in Appendix VIII
called "switcher/monitor". In addition, a log was kept recording
manipulation time. Manipulation time is the time the teacher or ex-
perimenter spends pushing buttons, turning dials, centering student
response pads, passing out pencils, or any other activity related to
using the machine. Besides the time required to manipulate the equip-
ment, a record was kept as to what kind of manipulation took place.
This information affords insight into where time must be spent when
operating the equipment. Such insight guides oie to system modifica-
tions which may minimize undesirable manipulation time, thus freeing
the teacher to teach more and manipulate less.
To gather information which would reflect an improvement in
the pacing of a teacher's lesson, a student poll was designed. Its
questions related to how fast the teacher went, how well the teacher
and classmates could be understood, and how stimulating the class may
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have been. The poll was given to the students several times, some-
times immediately after a traditional class and sometimes immediately
after a MITVR session. Two steps were taken attempting to insure
validity of the poll. First, the poll was examined by the teacher
who in turn suggested rewordings which might make the questions easier
to xinderstand by the students. For example, the question "Were you
bored at any time?" was changed to ,rWere you tired at any time?"
Appendix VIII contains a sample of the student poll which was given.
A second step taken to insure the validity of the poll was the an-
nouncement which was made each time the poll was passed out. The
announcement requested the students to answer the questions relative
to the present lesson. Such an announcement was to • insurh ^thab^the
students would give answers specific to that period rather than gen-
eral answers.
Additional Activities Undertaken During System's Operation:
Numerous technical details and subjective evaluations were
recorded during the study. This descriptive information may be of
help in designing or redesigning future response systems. Some par-
ticular items which were logged are:
* Log the time the teacher spends using the equipment fully, using
it occasionally, leaving it on standby, and leaving it turned
off and pushed to the side.
* Log the equipment breakdowns, what kinds of failures they were,
and how long they took to fix.
* Log the initial equipment setup time and final packing and re-
moval time.
* Log the number of requests to use the system.
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* Log the number of requests per teacher to use the system.
Log the number of periods the equipment remains idle.
Log the subject area and instructional processes for which the
system was used.
Record the subjective evaluations offered by the teachers, stu-
dents, and administration regarding the system's potential,
effectiveness, and acceptance.
All comments made by visitors, supervisors, teachers, students, admin-
istrators, or observers were recorded. Note was also taken on any
traditional resistance to change observable.
Conditions and Limitations of the Study:
Since Clarke School is not an experimental school, concessions
were made concerning what impositions could be made on the teachers
and what data could be taken in such a climate. Some measurements,
for reasons of time, feasibility, or administrative climate, were
omitted from the study. These omissions are noted below with a ra-
tionale given for their absence.
The fifth objective of MITVR is: "Allow assessment of student
learning
t
nblems quickly and comprehensively". One of the measure-
ments taken on this objective was to be a list of the student learn-
ing problems drawn up by the teacher. The reason for not conducting
this assessment are as follows: First, the teachers are thoroughly
aware of the student's learning problems since there are only eight
students per class and it is near the end of the school year. Second,
by virtue of this exceptional familiarity with the student's learning
problems, such lists would be voluminous and therefore time consuming
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to prepare. Making these lists would unduely inconvenience the teach,
er. Thirdly, there is seldom much time between classes. The teacher
is usually occupied and unable to take the time to prepare the list.
Consequently, it was decided that an informal poll would have to suf-
fice. After nearly each class the teachers were asked, "Did you dis-
cover any learning problems you weren’t aware of before, and if so,
what were they?" The answer was "no" in every case and the question
didn't seem to warrant further analysis.
Analysis of Data:
The final step in the research component of the study is the
analysis of the data. Tallies of the information gathered from the
instruments shown in Appendix VIII were generated and appear in
Appendices II, III, IV, V and VI. Analysis of the data recorded in
the daily log (Appendix I), yielded additional information. Chapter
IV shows the results of the tallies and log, and interprets the
findings to some extent.
Clarke School—-Its Students,
— — _
—
Teachers
,
and Philosophy
’’Clarke School, a privately endowed residen-
tial school for deaf children, is located in the
city of Northampton which is approximately one
hundred miles west of Boston and one hundred fifty
miles northeast of New York. Its thirty acre
campus occupies the highest part of Round Hill
overlooking the city and lies adjacent to the
Smith College campus. Physical facilities include
twenty-five buildings, five of which are dormi-
tories each with its own dining room and accom-
modating a family of boys and girls, teachers,
housemothers, house manager, and service personnel.
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At present 140 adults, all with normal hearing,
are employed by the school to provide and service
an educational program for 200 deaf children...
The children range in age from four and one-half
to seventeen years.
..."It is the purpose of this school to pro-
vide an educational program for boys and girls,
who, because of profound or partial deafness, are
unable to profit by the instruction given in
schools for hearing children. The course of in-
struction is intended to fit graduates for further
study in schools with hearing boys and girls,
usually at the high school level.
..."Pupils are grouped by achievement and age
into three distinct departments: lower school,
middle school, and upper school.
..."The average class requires approximately
twelve years to complete the full course of in-
struction. The maximum number of children in a
class is eight. Each classroom is sound treated
and equipped with a modern compression type group
hearing aid.
..."Since its establishment Clarke School has
employed the oral method of instruction exclu-
sively. "2
Teacher W has a M.Ed. and has taught at Clarke School for
several years. Her students belong to Middle School and attend third
grade. Belov; is a diagram of her schedule with some details about
each cl.-
Time Subject
8:45-9:25 Reading
9:25-10:15 Language
Age of students
~ 12-13
11-12
Comments
Eight average-achieving
third graders.
Ten minute break period pre-
cedes class. Eight high-
achieving third graders.
2
Clarke School for the Deaf,
Report, (Northampton, . Massachusetts
,
One Hund red and Second Annual
1969), pp. 6, 7.
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(teacher W continued)
T ime Sub j ect
10:20-11:00 Speech
Age of students
12-13 Nine third grade students
v/ho possess more hearing
and are more verbal than
the other classes.
Comments
11:00-11:45 Language 12-13 Slow group of eight students.
These students move from class to class but keep their same seats from
day to day.
Teacher K’s class remains v/ith her all day for all subjects.
The class is made up of nine 10 year old third graders. Although her
9:30 period is called language and her 10:20 period is called reading,
there is often too much overlap for one to distinguish one subject from
another.
Teacher H’s class also remains v/ith her throughout the day.
She teaches 10 year old third graders language at 3.0:20 and speech at
11:00 but the tv/o subject matters are usually taught together.
Teacher S teaches mathematics at 10:20 and science the remaind-
er of the day. The mathematics class v/hich participated in this study
consists of 12 and 13 year old fourth graders in the slowest track.
Teachers K, H and S have B.S.'s and have taught for less
than tv/o years.
All the teachers who used the MITVR system, used it in Miss W's
classroom. The classroom is approximately 16 feet by 20 feet and can
be seen in the photographs in Appendix IX.
CHAPTER I V
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND IMPLICATIONS OF RESULTS
Appendices I-VI display tabulations of the raw data. They are
included in this paper for the benefit of those who wish to consider
additional details related to the study. The interpretations made
in this paper resulted from an examination of the data concerning each
objective of the system, followed by analysis of that objective and
comparing these results with the expectations.
Objective 1
Objective:
Increase student participation in drill by allowing all stu-
dents to respond to the teacher each session.
Means of Examining Objective:
Count the number of student responses per class session tra-
ditionally, and compare with the number of student responses per MITVR
class session. Response is defined as: The student speaks or reacts
audibly or visibly in a manner which a teacher can perceive in reaction
to question stimuli.
Expectations:
If MITVR works as designed, a tally of responses will show
that all students responded each class session.
Results
:
The data confirm the expectations. Upon examination the tally
of responses and remediations (Appendix IV), it is found that not once
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during the nineteen MITVR sessions did any student fail to respond
at least once. Even during the short sessions, all students responded
at least once.
To place this result in perspective however, it is noted that
during the forty-three traditional classes observed, only twice were
there classes in which one or more students did not respond at all."^
Nothing unusual happened during April 17 to account for the lack of
responses; however, all student response levels were low on April 15.
A teacher's methods and activities vary from day to day and this may
have been a more lecture-oriented day than most.
Requiring only one response per student may not have been
stringent enough considering the fact that the teachers of Clarke
School have a generally high degree of interaction with their students.
This high degree of interaction is evidenced in Table 2 which shows
about 12.6 to be the average number of responses per student per class.
A more stringent requirement might be to show how often all students
respond at least three times per class. Upon further analysis of
the tally of responses and remediations, it is noted that there were
no cases where any student present in a MITVR class responded less
than three times. But there were 27 cases (occurring in 18 class
periods) where under the traditional setting a student responded less
than three times during the class period. In the traditional setting
there were 51 cases (24 class periods) where students responded less
than four times per class, but in the MITVR setting there were only
^April 15, 10:20: 2 students did not respond.
April 17, 8:45: 1 student did not respond.
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3 cases (1 class period) in which less than 4 responses per student
occurred. Perhaps this analysis shows more clearly the tenet ex-
pressed in objective 1. UsinS the MITVR system drastically reduced
the number of times students were “almost left out” for at least
this group of subjects.
Obj ective 2
Objective:
Increase student participation by allowing many responses per
student per session.
Means of Examining Objective:
Count the
_ number of responses per student in a class session
traditionally and compare with the number of responses per student
perceived in a MITVR class.
Expectations
:
A tally of student responses will show a greater number of
responses made in the MITVR setting than in the traditional setting,
given that the teacher, students, subject and class period length are
the same in both cases.
Results
:
The data confirm the expectations in most cases. Table 2
shows the overall trend of higher response rates in the MITVR setting.
The students' average response rate traditionally was 12.6 times per
class, and the response rate was 18.4 times per class in the MITVR
setting. The increase would be even more pronounced had one particular
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traditional class been omitted from the analysis. On March 18 at 10:20
the teacher conducted a rapid-pace drill during that traditional class.
During that period over a thousand responses were logged thus increas-
ing the average for traditional classes.
Table 3 shows the breakdown of responses by subject and teach-
er. The 8:45 reading class with teacher W did not use the system and
merely provided background response rates for the traditional setting.
The same is true for the 2:15 reading class. Teacher W's 9:25 class
normally had a response rate of 10.4 responses per student per class
meeting. Using MITVR, the rate jumped to 19.4.
The same teacher's 10:20 speech class did not improve its
score, and stayed at about 26 responses per student per class for both
modes. Although there was no increase in the response rate during
the MITVR mode, it shoulo be noted that the response rate did remain
relatively high at 26 per student per class. This particular group
had some unique class activities which may account for the high re-
sponse rate in the traditional setting. The March 17, 10:20 class
participated in rapid-fire drill for much of the period giving a re-
sponse rate of 477 which is unusually high. March 18 was handled
similarly with rapid-fire drill and review for the entire period,
yielding a response rate of 1005. These high rates nearly tripled
the average for the class and made the average more than double any
of the other averages for other traditional classes and teachers.
From the results of the 10:20 speech class listed in Table 3,
it should be noted that although the MITVR system was surpassed in
response rates several times, it consistently yielded high response
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rates whereas the traditional class varied, once to as low as 9 re-
sponses. It was due to these consistent good results that HITVR was
able to nearly equal the traditional setting in response rates despite
the occasional high rates found in the traditional setting.
During the 11:00 language class, teacher W’s students re-
sponded nearly twice as many times during the HITVR modes as during
the traditional modes. Using the visual response system, an increase
in the response rate from 7.84 to 15.5 was observed.
Teachers K, H and S used the HITVR system twice each. With
only these few classes examined, the results may be inconclusive. Teach,
er K experienced an increase in response rates from 5.83 to 12.8 re-
eponses per student per class. Teacher H similarly found the system to
improve response rates. During the HITVR sessions the children re-
sponded 17.4 times per student per class as compared with 10.3 responses
per student per class in the traditional classes.
Teacher S's 10:20 arithmetic class saw a slight drop in re-
sponses when the HITVR system was used. In every case, the traditional
setting outperformed the HITVR system in response rates. It is the
tendency of this class, teacher and subject to support a higher re-
sponse rate with the traditional approach to the subject matter. It
should be noted however, that the response rate only slightly dimin-
ished in the HITVR setting and remained relatively high.
Teacher S expressed the view after both classes that the stu-
dents were camera shy and rather embarassed to have their mistakes
publicized. It may be that mathematics is a more sensitive subject to
some, and openness about one’s difficulties in the subject is something
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which may take time to cultivate before intrusion with such a pri-
vacy-shattering device as the MITVR.
Objective 3
Objective:
Provide immediate remediation to the students.
Means of Examining Objective:
Measure the length of time between student responses and
teacher's remediation.
Expectations:
In the MITVR class, the teacher will remediate student re-
sponses within 30 seconds after they are made.
Results:
In all cases, immediately after the teacher requested a re-
sponse, the teacher began scanning the television screens. How long
it took to remediate a student depended mainly on how many students
had to be remediated before the teacher got to that particular student.
It was discovered during observations w MITVR' s use that the time it
took for a teacher to examine the first student’s response was about
10 seconds, or the time it took to scan the television screens.
This figure of 10 seconds is more the result of a subjective
observation rather than the average of a list of times gathered ob-
jectively over a long period of time. On March 20, 23 and 24, a tally
of time lapses between responses and remediations was attempted. It
was soon discovered that the data-gathering methods and tools were
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grossly inadequate for the complex task. One of the first problems
faced was determining just when a response was made. At first, re-
sponse time was measured from the time that the teacher finished the
request for responses. It was soon discovered that not everyone began
their answer at the same time. Complicating matters more, few stu-
dents completed their responses at the same time.
Moreover, on sentence type responses, the teacher would some-
times correct a student while he was constructing his response. When
this happened, the observer was at odds whether to consider such ac-
tion an immediate (zero seconds time lapse) remediation, or whether
to mark time from when the student began responding. Because of the
difficulties of determining when each student began responding, and
even worse difficulties of determining when each student finished re-
sponding, it was decided to mark time from the time the teacher re-
quested responses from the students. This method allowed the observer
to begin with one starting time rather than eight, and also offered an
easily measurable starting cue. Weaknesses in this method of data-
gathering include the following! the times which were measured may
inaccurately reflect the lapse between responses and remediations be-
cause all the students did not finish responding simultaneously, nor
did they all respond the moment the teacher asked a question. Also
no account was taken in those cases where the teacher remediates a
student during his response. Measurements taken on March 20 and 24 at
11:00 and March 23 at 9:30 are listed in Table 4
On March 24th, this form of data gathering was abandoned.
With only one observer and one watch, it was too difficult to measure
A3
i
i
TABLE 4
TIME LAPSE BETWEEN RESPONSES AND REMEDIATIONS
Date Time (in seconds)
required for: 1
Question
2 3 4 5
March 20 1st remediation 10 5 25 20 10
2nd II 25 11
3rd II 30
4th It ’ 30
5 th ii 30
6th It 30
7 th 11 30
8th 11 30
March 23 1st remediation 15 20 5
2nd II 15 21 20
3rd It 15 22 25
4th II 15 23 30
5th II 15 24 30
March 24 1st remediation 10 15 20 10
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the time lapse between each response and each remediation. A further
complication to the data gathering process became apparent during
the March 25th and 26th sessions. It was discovered that the length
of time between a particular student's response and his subsequent
remediation depended to a great extent on (1) how many other stu-
dents got the question wrong and had to be remediated and (2) how
lengthy the remediation to each of these students had to be. A stu-
dent who's work was the last to be examined may not receive feedback
several minutes if the previous 7 students required lengthy cor-
rections. The first student to have his work scanned by the teacher
may be remediated before he has even completed his response. It
became apparent that a formally recorded list of remediation times
would reflect this condition more than reflect the ability of the
device to permit immediate feedback. For this reason in addition
to the observer's inability to keep track of 8 students efficiently,
it was deemed pointless under these circumstances to continue re-
cording response-remediation times. Further study of the immediacy
of each response might be made if eight observers stationed them-
selves one with each monitor. Then each could mark the time lapse
between the response and the remediation of that particular student.
Averaging the times recorded on March 20, 23 and 24, yields
a time of 13.8 seconds required for the first remediation to be
made, and 29 seconds required for the average remediation to be
made. Although the data here is not sufficient to rigorously confirm
the expectations outlined at the beginning of this section, a ten-
dency is shown, for the device to enable feedback in a matter of
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seconds. It is the opinion of the observer that the feedback times
actually range from zero seconds to several minutes. Suffice it to
say that the MITVR teacher had the potential to instantly remediate
any but not all students upon completion of their responses.
In the environment of Clarke School, spoken responses are
preferred to all other kinds. Since spoken responses are instant
and written responses take a moment to construct, spoken responses
provide the teacher with information from one student faster than
written responses. Written responses in this sense are a liability
and defeat MITVR's objective of instant feedback. In the words of
Teacher W in an unpublished report evaluating the visual response
system:
"This visual response system does not fulfill
its goal: i.e., it does not enable the children
to have an immediate response (positive or neg-
ative) to their individual responses."
•••'Where is a definite time loss--due to the
time required for the writing of answers by the
children and the time needed by the teacher to
scan the very small reproductions of the child-
ren's writing."
Although written responses provide information from all the
students rather than just one as in the case of verbal response, teacher
W still felt slowed down by the system as indicated in the first
criticism above and as indicated in various places in the log. It will
be shown later that in the MITVR setting this teacher generally got
more responses and made more remediations than in the traditional
setting, yet she still felt slowed down. From discussions with the
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teacher it was gathered that this sense of being slowed down was
due to the writing of the responses. This feeling is expressed in
the second criticism above. Although little can be done to hasten
the student’s written responses, it is possible to shorten the time
required for the teacher to scan the television screens. Larger
monitors placed in a single horizontal line may make reading the
student's writing somewhat easier and scanning the television screens
quicker. This possibility warrants further study.
Objective 4
Objective:
Provide for frequent remediation to the students.
Means of Examining Objective:
Count the number of times the teacher remediates students
in a traditional class and compare with the number of times students
are remediated in a MITVR class. Definition of remediation: The
teacher responds with feedback to student or students concerning a re-
sponse. The teacher may say "right", "wrong", may explain more
fully, readdress the question, or ma, -'rrect the student's response.
Expectations
:
The number of remediations per child counted in the traditional
setting will be exceeded by the number of remediations per child
counted in the MITVR setting.
Results
:
The data generally confirm the expectations. The number of
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remediations per student per class as indicated in Table 2 increased
from 4.22 in the traditional setting to 7.55 in the MITVR setting.
Breaking the results down by subject and teacher (Table 3),
it is found that teacher W's 9:25 language class experienced an in-
crease from 5.79 to 7.92 remediations per student per class.
Teacher W's 10:20 speech class also saw an increase in re-
mediations. The 4.17 remediations per student per traditional class
more than doubled to 10.9 remediations per student per class. Al-
though this particular class showed no improvement in the number of
responses per student per class, it showed a considerable increase in
remediations per student per class.
Teacher W's 11:00 language class showed a drop from 4.35 to
2.65 remediations per student per class when MITVR was used. For
this class with this teacher MITVR did not accomplish its objective.
Compared with the other remediation scores (Summarized in Table 5)
this score is about one third as large as the other remediation scores.
No explanation can presently be found for the low remediation level
of 2.65. Perhaps the sample (3 MITVR classes) was too small to ac-
curately represent teacher W's 11:00 language class.
Teacher K's class experienced a substantial increase in
remediation rate from 2.88 to 7.75 remediations per student per
class. Similarly, teacher H's class received a high remediation
rate of 7.38 as compared with the teacher's traditional rate of 3.50
remediations per student per class.
Teacher S experienced a slight decrease in responses from
his students when MITVR was used. A marked increase in remed-
iations occurred. The remediation rate for the 10:20 mathematics
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class increased from 3.38 to 7.19 remediations
v;hen MITVR was used. It should be noted that T
per student per class
eachers K
,
H and S used
the system only twice each; the results may be inconclusive for this
small sample.
Graph 1 summarizes the points made concerning response rates
and remediation rates. In all but a few cases, response and remedi-
ation rates increased substantially when the MITVR system was used.
In a few cases, one rate increased while the other did not.
Objective 5
Objective:
Allow assessment of student learning problems quickly and
comprehensively.
Means of Examining Objective:
Poll the teachers as to whether they say that they are more
familiar with student's learning problems after using MITVR. After
every class, ask the teacher, "Did you discover any learning prob-
lems you weren't aware of before, and if so, what were they?" A re-
cord of the responses will provide some indication of the degree to
which learning problems vrere discovered through using the MITVR sysuei.
Expectations:
The teachers will say that the system revealed unforeseen
learning problems and will tell what those problems are.
Results
:
The responses of the teachers did not support the expecta-
tions. Mot once did any teacher feel more aware of any student's
learning problems after using MITVR. No new learning problems were
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MITVR
Traditional
Mr. S
1 0:20
Mathematics
Miss H
Miss K
Miss W
1
1
:00
Language
Miss ::I
1 0:20
Speech
30 +25 +20 +15 +10 +5 0 +5 +10 +15 +20
RESPONSES REMEDIATIONS
Graph 1.—Summary of responses
snd remediations per student per period
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discovered via MITVR.
Perhaps if the system were utilized in the beginning of the
school year when the students were new, then maybe MITVR would hasten
the process of becoming familiar with the student’s learning problems.
This study was run near the end of the school year when the teachers
were all very familiar with each student’s problems. Additionally,
the small class sizes assist the teachers in quickly becoming aware
of the attributes of each child. It is therefore unreasonable to
expect the teacher to discover many new learning problems in such a
situation. This does not mean however, that the system will not be
of assistance when a teacher is yet unfamiliar with the student's
learning problems.
Objective 6
Objective:
Allow the teacher to move on to the next stimulus, not wasting
time on something everyone already knows.
Means of Examining Objective:
Poll students as to whether they say the teacher moves from'
stimulus to stimulus too slowly during traditional and MITVR classes.
Expectations:
Results of the poll will indicate a greater satisfaction with
the teacher's pacing in the MITVR sessions than in the traditional
sessions.
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Results
:
Overall, the data substantially confirm the expectations.
The results of the student poll (Appendix III) are tabulated in
Table 6 which shows the "positive" or desirable responses, the "other"
or middle-of-the-road responses, and the "negative" or undesirable
responses.
The MITVR system seemed to aid the teacher's pacing in
reading. Positive responses to the poll jumped from 637. to 867. while
negative responses dropped from 237. to 37. when the system was used.
The same can also be said for speech. Satisfaction with
the teacher's pacing of the class increased from 557. to 827. and dis-
satisfaction mildly increased from 97. to 107. of the class when MITVR
was used.
Overall, a reasonable increase in satisfaction is observed.
In the traditional setting, the pacing was satisfactory for 577. of the
class, but with the MITVR system, the rate of occurrance of satisfactory
pacing climbed to 857.. There was a slight decrease in the number of
students who were not satisfactorily matched to the pacing of the MITVR
class. This negative aspect dropped from 127. to 57. of the class.
Examination of the poll, question by question, yields the fol-
lowing results. Questions 1 and 5 show the greatest improvement
in conditions when MITVR was used. It appears that the teacher did
not go too fast yet did not bore the students during the MITVR
sessions. The results of questions 2 and 3 tend to indicate that
the teacher in the MITVR setting could be followed by the students
yet did not go too slowly. Question 4 showed almost no change from
POSITIVE
AND
NEGATIVE
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STUDENT
POLL
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one setting to the next, which tends to indicate no change in the
children's ability to understand each other.
The MITVR system might be considered a success on this objec-
tive. The teacher moved from stimulus to stimulus more in line with
the needs of most of the students as they perceived pacing than she
did traditionally.
Before too much can be said, it must be noted that these re-
sults are based on only eight polls, each sampling about eight stu-
dents and asking five questions. Conclusive evidence would require
a more extensive survey than was made here. The polls were given im-
mediately following the class sessions. Quite often the teacher or
students were in a hurry to do something else, such as prepare^for 'another
class or hurry to another room. In cases where the room was bor-
2
rowed by another teacher who used the system, the confusion at the
end of the period was even worse. One class would be leaving as an-
other was entering; one group of students would be hectically packing
up their books and papers while another group would be bringing ma-
terials into the classroom. Under these conditions polls were not
given; first because it would inconvenience the teachers and students;
second, because the chaotic climate may have yielded a carelessly
answered poll.
It was felt that the students would tend to flatter the teach-
ers (or the system) if their names Were attached to the polls, so to
2
The Clarke School administration deemed it best to leave
the device in teacher W's room rather than move it to the classrooms
of the different teachers. Thus teachers K, H, and S used the sys-
tem in teacher Ws room and teacher W moved her class to another room
for the period.
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insure as much openness as possible in the respondents, they were
not required to put their names on the questionnaires. As a result
no information was gathered which would indicate whether the same
students always found the pace too fast or too slow.
Objective 7
Objective:
Allow students to apply what they have already learned as
they correct each other’s mistakes (via monitor/switcher).
Means of Examining Objective:
Measure how many times a teacher has students correct another
student's mistakes by counting the number of times the monitor /switcher
network is used for this purpose.
Expectations:
The number of times the teacher has students correct another
student's mistake will be frequent.
Results:
During the fifteen MITVR sessions when this objective was
being measured, the monitor/switcher was used only four times for
the purpose of having one student correct another. This result cer-
tainly does not support the expectations. Although the ability for
the switcher/monitor was there for this use, and the teachers were
aware of this application, it was seldom used for this purpose in
real application.
This does not mean that the switcher/monitor was not used at
all, however. Table 7 gives a digest of switcher/monitor uses and
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their frequency, the details of which appear in Appendix VI. From the
table one sees that the switcher/monitor was used for varied purposes.
It was most often used for displaying correct answers, sometimes as
a reinforcement. During six classes the switcher/monitor was used
nearly once a minute, yet during two classes it wasn't used at all.
After the theory of the MITVR system was explained to the
teachers, no further encouragement was made to have them use the
switcher/monitor. The results tend to indicate that as a teaching
tool, the switche/monitor component of the system can be used when it
is needed. When not needed, it can be left idle. When used heavily
it was used up to 1.5 times per minute. When the teacher's plans
didn't warrant its use, it stood idle, with its unobtrusively blank
screen.
Several interesting uses for the switcher/monitor were dis-
covered by the teachers during the system's use. In one case, stu-
dents were told to write the opposites of words given by the teacher.
By displaying the answers, the teacher made the point that there may
be numerous opposites to a word, all acceptable, only different in
interpretation.
One teacher tried rewarding all responses. The students were
anxious to see their response shown (in fact one little girl cried
when she was left out) and the motivation made the otherwise unwieldy
class cooperate in a unified lesson. A note of warning, however:
once the teacher had established the habit of showing each student's
response, she had difficulty withdrawing from the routine without
distressing the students.
DIGEST
OF
SWITCHER/MONITOR
USAGE
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Another teacher used transparencies prepared by the North-
east Regional Media Center for the Deaf which show activities and
stories. 3 She asked the students to write what was happening, i. e
.,
"What is the boy doing?- When the answers were written they were
displayed, again showing multiple interpretations of the same picture
and also showing various ways of expressing the same idea.
By having the display monitor next to them, two teachers were
able to sit at their desks, yet point out corrections to the students
by displaying their paper on the monitor and pointing to the error.
This method eased tracing down spelling errors and mathematics er-
rors. In one case, the mathematics teacher placed a clear trans-
parency on the television screen and marked on it. This method of
superimposing corrections on a student's paper seemed quick and ef-
fective. The transparency clung to the television screen until it
was no longer needed, and was then peeled off.
Objective 8
Objective:
MITVR will not inhibit oral communication in teaching students,
and will allow oral, manual, simultaneous, or written responses.
Means of Examining Objective:
Solicit and record complaints of teachers and pupils who find
the system a hindrance to oral, manual, etc., responses.
3
Raymond Wyman and Nathan Tilley, Language Arts Transparencies
for Teaching Hearing Impaired Children. Northeast Regional Media
Center for the Deaf. Amherst, Massachusetts: University of Massach-
usetts, 1968.
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Expectations:
Review of the record will indicate that oral, manual, simul-
taneous, and written responses can be made with ease in the MITVR set-
ting. No physical aspects of the system impede the view or the hear-
ing of the students or teachers.
Results:
The data modestly confirm expectations. As indicated in var-
ious places in Appendix I, the system seldom impeded the use of var-
ied modes of responding. While the system was in use, most responses
made by the students were written. However, this did not preclude
a verbal interaction between the teacher and a pupil. Frequently,
during the time when responses were being written or examined, the
teacher would discuss an item with a student verbally and extemporan-
eously.
The equipment ran 100% silent, thus not causing the disturb-
ing fan noise inherent with MIVR.
Eye contact was possible at all times between the teacher and
the deaf pupils. The low profile of the console and stand permitted
the teacher to remain seated during lessons. The adjustable framr,
work carrying the television cameras was high and the vertical sup-
port poles were peripheral to the group of students thus remaining
outside everyone's line of vision.
Eye contact between students was inhibited at times, however.
Because each set of four cameras is supported on a straight pole, four
desks must also be in a straight line, (see Figure 2 in Chapter I)
Students from one group of four desks can see the students in the
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other group with ease, but have difficulty seeing members of their
own group. This complaint about the "V" arrangement of the students'
desks was logged on March 24, and also appeared in Teacher W's
April 20 detailed report on the system. Since the students must read
lips in order to communicate with each other it is important that
this mode of communication be uninhibited by the machine.
One partial solution to this difficulty would be to aim the
cameras obliquely toward the desks rather than straight down thus al-
lowing the desks to be moved into more of a crescent arrangement.
A suggestion made by the principal user of the system was to "Bow
pipe braces holding cameras..." which would result in a crescent
shaped camera support.
The best solution of all might be a custom made built-in ar-
rangement supporting the cameras from the ceiling. Such an arrange-
ment might also solve another minor problem involving the students'
view: "The camera positions now impede the children's view of the
overhead projection screen," was another complaint mentioned in
teacher W's report. The cameras, hanging only about two feet above
the students' desk, obstructed the vision of the two or three stu-
dents sitting farthest from the projection screen. Granted the
students could move their heads sideward and see with ease; yet
this activity required movement which could be eliminated with im-
proved design. Using 50mm telephoto lenses instead of the 25mm
lenses which were used would allow the cameras to be placed at twice
the height, far out of the view of the students.
No other complaints were made regarding this aspect of the
MITVR system.
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Objective
:
Objective 9
Be simple enough to operate, not complicating the instruc-
tional process.
Means of Examing the Objective;
1. Log technical details such as required preparation time;
a) Length of time needed to initially set up system
b) Length of time required of teacher to set up system
for daily use
c) Length of time spent in removing and packing the equipment
2. Measure the teacher time used manipulating equipment
a) How much time is occupied by each activity
b) At what rate does this manipulation time decrease
from session to session
3. Poll teachers as to their impressions of how complicated
the equipment is for them to run
Expectations:
1. The teacher time required in daily use of the MITVR in-
stallation will be small t "egged during the course of
the study.
2. The modest amount of time required to manipulate the
equipment will diminish as the teacher becomes accustomed
to the machine.
3. Results of the poll will indicate that the teachers say
the system is simple to operate.
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Results:
The data tend to confirm the expectations. The equipment was
deemed simple to operate and required minimal manipulation time as
evidenced in Appendix V, a tally of the manipulation time. The average
amount of time spent manipulating the equipment was 3.6 minutes per
session. Most of this time was spent by the experimenter as he taped
desks and writing pads in place. The main difficulty requiring man-
ipulation of the system was camera centering. If the student moved
his desk, his writing tablet, or his camera, the television monitor
image would be askew and would require repositioning. Under circum-
stances where the visual response system is permanently built in and
is used regularly, much of this manipulation time would disappear.
If the desks were mounted below the cameras, and the writing surface
had a permanent guide to center the student's paper, the manipulation
time could be cul drastically. Considering this to be the case one
could overlook the time spent for taping and positioning desks and
pads and recompute the average manipulation time per session. The
manipulation time would then be down to about .8 minutes per session.
An additional improvement in the system could reduce the man-
ipulation time even further. Introducing longer focal length lenses
would result in greater magnification of the image of the student's
paper thus obviating the need for special dark pencils. Using normal
pencils which the students would probably bring with them, would
subtract the amount of time spent passing around and collecting pen-
cils. Considering this to be the case one could overlook the time
spent passing pencils and recompute the manipulation time. The
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manipulation time would then be down to about .4 minutes per lesson.
In short, most of the manipulation time recorded was due to
the system’s impermanence, and would not be a factor with a built-in
system.
Table 8 is an excerpt from Appendix V and shows the manipula-
tion time broken down by teacher. During the time Teacher W used the
system, she manipulated the equipment on an average of 2.2 minutes
per session. During the sessions that manipulation time was measured,
Teacher K spent 2 minutes, Teacher S spent 1/2 minute, and Teacher H
averaged 1-1/2 minutes per session manipulating the device.
Again, care must be taken not to overinterpret these results.
Explorations were constantly going on with regard to different ways
to use the equipment. This experimental practice often required time
on the teacher’s part or the experimenter’s part, and it would be
difficult to determine how much of this time would be required if a
normal setup were operating on a long term basis. An attempt is
made here to provide at least a general idea of how much time is spent
in manipulating the device.
The time required to operate the switcher was in the order
of about one second each time it was used. Nearly all other con-
trols on the system were preset (including a timer to turn the sys-
tem on in the morning) and seldom required attention.
A decrease in the manipulation time as the teacher used the
system was hard to detect, probably due to two factors. First, learn-
ing how to operate the equipment was so simple that in minutes the
user had reached optimum familiarity with the controls. Secondly,
various experimental practices were tried which required some
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TABLE 8
CHANGES IN MANIPULATION TIME IN SUCCESSIVE TRIALS
Trial Teacher’s Initial Manipulation time in minutes
(activities of the teacher,
but not of the experimenter)
1 W 6
2 W 5h
3 W 2h
4 W 3
5 W %
6 W 1
7 w %
8 w 2
9 w 1
1 K 2
1 H 2
2 H 1
1 S l.2
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manipulation of the equipment by the experimenter. These trials
often were to find ways of eliminating manipulations by the teacher
during the lesson. By installing an automatic timer, the time spent
by the teacher turning on the equipment was eliminated. (The timer
also permitted the equipment to warm up one-and-one-half hours before
use thus stabilizing the electronic focus). Placing guides on the
desks and connecting the desks together and to the floor decreased
the positioning time spent by the teacher during her lesson from
about tv/o minutes to about one half minute per lesson.
In short, the length of time required of the teacher to pre-
pare the equipment for a MITVR lesson is minimal, and the tine re-
quired to manipulate the equipment during class is even less. All
teachers when asked "Did you find the equipment hard to run?" always
responded with a "no". The concensus of opinion was that the equip-
ment was extremely simple to operate.
Four suggestions were made on how to make the equipment more
manageable than it was already. Two had to do with the teacher's con-
sole. First, the eight monitor screens should be placed in a straight,
unbroken line to permit easy scanning of the screens. Second, the
monitors should have one accessible power switch (one which would
not affect power to the cameras for the cameras must stay "wanned up"
to remain stable) rather than eight individual monitor power switchers.
The monitors are frequently turned off by the teacher to prevent dis-
traction to her by the normal flicker of the screens. Also, the stu-
dents find the monitors intriguing, and to deter them from congre-
gating around the console, the teacher turns the monitors off. Third,
several teachers suggested having a ninth camera over their desk.
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With it they could display questions, pictures, corrections, etc.,
without going to the chalkboard or to the overhead projector. Some
of the teachers felt that dividing the student's attention between
the television screen and the teacher's face was preferable to divid-
ing it a third way by introducing an overhead projector image.
Fourth, the monitor screens were small and difficult to read when
used with older students who used small writing. An improvement would
be to use larger-screened monitors, and to use telephoto lenses which
would magnify the camera image.
Three of these suggestions would be simple to implement if
a new MITVR system were being built. As the system stands now, how-
ever, only part of the last suggestion could be implemented easily.
Purchase of eight telephoto lenses for the cameras would cost about
$400 and would be a wise investment. Plates I and II in Appendix IX
demonstrate the improvement when a telephoto lens is used.
Objective 10
Objective:
MITVR will be reliable in its operation.
Means of Measuring Objective:
Measure the rate of equipment failures and breakdowns.
Expectations
:
The equipment is designed to have few failures and require
little attention ao evidenced by the data.
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Results
:
The data confirm the expectations. After operating a total
of 145 hours, the equipment was still in satisfactory condition.
Table 9 lists the equipment failures as excerpted from the log, Ap-
pendix I.
After the equipment's initial problems were solved, the only
failures in the equipment on the long term basis occurred on March 26,
setting a failure rate of 2 times per 145 hours or once per 72 opera-
tion hours. At this rate, the equipment could be expected to have a
failure every 9 days, assuming it was operated 8 hours per day.
Objective 11
Objective:
MITVR will be used by the teachers.
Means of Examining Objective:
Log all requests by teachers to use the system.
Expectations:
Teachers will voluntarily request to use the system and once
having used it will request to use it again.
Results:
This is perhaps one of the most important tests of a teaching
tool. The data confirm the expectations, but with reservation. In
addition to the teacher who originally agreed to the experiment being
conducted in her room with her class, there were three other requests
to use the system out of eighteen teachers at liberty to try the system.
6*
Date
Feb. 27
March 2
March 9
March 18
March 26
March 26
April 29
TABLE 9
EQUIPMENT FAILURES
Observation
Camera control box #5
had a loose connector.
Unstable electronic focus
noticed as equipment warmed
up. Warmup time, 1h hours.
The lamps behind each switcher
button were working improper-
ly. Only the button which
has been pressed should be
lighted.
Camera #7 stretched the pic-
ture vertically.
Monitor #1 got the "hiccups”.
Monitor #7 had unstable hor-
izontal hold.
Camera v3 would not focus as
clearly as the others. The
image remained satisf actcm,
for use, though.
Remedy
Twist plug into connector
socket tightly. No further
action taken.
System was plugged into a 24
hour clock timer which turned
the equipment on regularly
two hours before use.
Later the problem was recti-
fied by tightening a screw.
Corrected itself in time.
Vertical oscillator to cam-
era #1 control box was ad-
jus ted.
No remedy was necessary be-
yond adjusting the horizon-
tal hold control on the
monitor totally clockwise.
No action taken.
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The four users, having once tried it were willing to try it again,
and three of the users expressed marked enthusiasm for the MITVR
system while it was available to them.
Table 10 is an excerpt from the Usage Log (Appendix II) and
shows the frequency at which the system was used full time when only
teacher W was at liberty to use the system.
The frequency at which the 11ITVR system was used by this
teacher during her normal coverage of subject matter appears in Ap-
pendix II. Without prompting by the experimenter, the teacher used
the system about twice a day in March and a little less than once a
day in early April. When three teachers had access to the system,
as in late April, the system tended to be used more, at a rate of
about two periods a day.
Table 10 also shows the frequency at which teachers K, II and
S used the system full time while it was made available to them. Be-
cause the machine was in teacher W's room, arrangements always had
to be made to swap rooms when other teachers tried the system. Sched-
uling such moves was not always easy and may have inhibited use of
the device.
Teacher W had reservations about its use, making the following
report:
"There is a definite time loss—due to the time
required for the writing of answers by the children
and the time needed by the teacher to scan the very
small reproductions of the children’s writing.
The need to check the children's writing is
as quickly accomplished by a teacher simply walking
around looking at the papers—especially with small
classes of eight children."
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TABLE 10
SYSTEM USAGE
Teacher's Initial Date Time system used
w March 20 10:00 10:15
10:20 _ 11:00
11:00 - 11:30
w March 23 9:30 9:50
10:34 - 11:00
w March 24 9:25 9:50
11:00 - 11:30
w March 25 9:30 9:50
11:25 - 11:45
w March 26 9:30 9:45
10:45 - 11:00
w April 14 9:51 - 10:00
w April 16 10:20 - 11:00
w April 17 9:30 10:10
10:30 - 11:00
K April 24 9:30 10:10
H 11:00 - 11:35
K April 27 9:30 10:10
H 11:10 - 11:40
S April <' 10:20 - 11:00
S April 30 10:20 11:00
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Additional reservations of this teacher related to the school's phil-
osophy of oralism. If a student can not say an answer, he is con-
sidered not to know the answer. Pointing to something or writing re-
sponses does not improve speech habits according to this teacher,
and therefore does not fulfill an objective of the school. Short
answers, for which the system is easily suited, do not make a lan-
guage and for this reason are frowned upon by the teacher.
Much seems to depend on a teacher's particular way of teach-
ing. Naturally some teachers can easily adapt to using the system
and even revise their teaching methodology to take full advantage of
the teaching tool. Others may have excellent teaching styles and
may not want to change them. The system, being only a tool, can
benefit those who find it helpful, or hinder those who find it in-
compatible with their teaching methods.
Objective 12
Objective:
MITVR will be attractive to teachers, students, and admin-
istrators. Attractive is defined as aesthetically and physically
approp. "e for classroom use.
Means of Measuring Objective:
Record comments of students, teacher, and administrators
when volunteered.
Expectations:
Teachers, students and administrators will find MITVR neither
too awkward
,
nor too massive to be useful in the educational setting.
nResults
:
The data generally confirm the expectations. Part of a re-
port by one of the teachers who used the system describes the physi-
cal characteristics of the system as follows;
"The equipment is compact, quiet, and in no
way handicaps the teacher from carrying out
normal classroom procedure.
The cameras pick up and relay with clarity.
The small monitors on the teacher's unit
present clear pictures."
The other teachers who were first awestruck by the expanse of equip-
ment were later pleasantly surprised by its ease of use. Visitors
were also astonished by the complexity of the system, but once seeing
it in operation, thought it neither too awkward nor too massive to
be appropriate in the classroom. Table 11 contains excerpts from the
Daily Log (Appendix I) and bears out some of the details.
The administration, though willing to try the system for a
short period of time, was not as impressed with it as some students
and teachers. One administrator felt that the system was a "gadget",
and that the money might better have been spent on hiring and paying
teachers. Another administrator perceived the system as being lar0
ominous, complicated, and expensive. The administrator felt that
with only eight students, a teacher could check the students' papers
manually without the use of MITVR. The administration saw no future
for there being one system in every classroom, but if proven effective,
the system might warrant being built into a room used for drill, prac-
tice and interaction.
The head of the Audiovisual Department at Clarke School was
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TABLE 11
ATTRACTIVENESS OF MITVR
Date Comment
March 24 Students said they liked the system
and would like to use it again.
April 22 Mr. B, an administrator, revealed that
the system impresses him as being a
"gadget". (Incidentally, Mr. B has
never observed the machine in actual
classroom operation.)
April 29 Teacher S*s first impressions were that
the machine was ominous and massive.
He said that the students sensed this too.
Mrs. B's first impressions were that the
system was large, ominous, complicated,
expensive, and referred to it as a
"contraption". However she felt it could
still be useful in classroom situations.
(Incidentally, Mrs. B has seen the equip-
ment in actual operation for about 15
minutes.
)
April 30 Teacher S became more at home with equip-
ment and it appears that he has found it
to be a useful aid.
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optimistic about the system. From a technical standpoint he felt
the solid state circuitry was reliable and that the system would
not be unsatisfactory from a maintenance point of view.
Appendix IX contains several photographs of the system in
use at Clarke School.
CHAPTER V
summary and conclusions
Evaluation of System
The MITVR system achieved most of the objectives for which it
was designed. During the time MITVR was used by the teacher, there
was an increase in student participation in drill, an increase in the
number of responses made by the student, and an increase in the num-
ber of remediations made by the teacher. A generally high rate of
response and remediation was maintained throughout all classes. The
system allowed immediate consequation as it was designed to clo, ex-
cept for the fact that extended remediation of one student sometimes
precluded the teacher from immediately responding to the other stu-
dents. During this study, the MITVR system did not seem to improve
the assessment of student learning problems, probably because the
teachers were already thoroughly familiar with the students' learn-
ing problems. Student polls indicated a more satisfactory pacing of
the lesson by teacher W when the MITVR system was used even though
that teacher felt slowed down by the system. The switcher/monitor
had frequent use at times, but not for purposes of allowing students
to apply what they had learned as they corrected each other's mistakes.
This objective cf the system was not fulfilled in practice, but in
theory the capability still exists. The system permitted various
response modes and did not appear to inhibit the teacher from using
oral communications with the students. The equipment was simple to
operate and did not overly complicate the instructional process.
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From a technical standpoint, the system performed reliably requiring
infrequent minor adjustments after its initial setup. The system was
popular with the teachers. Several teachers were enthusiastic about
using the system whereas one had reservations about its usefulness.
It appears that different teaching styles are appropriate for dif-
ferent teachers, and the style promoted by this visual response sys-
tem doesn’t agree with all teachers. The MITVR system was generally
attractive to teachers and visitors. Students were eager to use it
with the exception of some older students in a math class who with-
drew somewhat when placed in the MITVR setting. Administrators tended
to be skeptical and felt that the money could better be spent other-
wise.
In short, it appears that the MITVR system may be an effect-
ive technological aid to small group interaction in school for the
deaf once some of its physical and optical characteristics are improved.
Improvements Made on the System During the Study
Two changes were made in the system before it was moved into
the classroom. Since the teacher’s console was inordinately high
when placed on a desk or table, a special low stand was made making
the top of the console about 32” from the floor. This stand tipped
the console back for easy viewing and provided handles and casters
for moving the console. As a consequence, the switcher mechanism
which was near the bottom of the console v;as hard to reach.
Therefore, the switcher had to be moved to the top of the con-
sole. These two related changes resulted in a console which was
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low enough not to separate the teacher from her class, yet had a
switcher which was conveniently high. Moving the switcher did, how-
ever, create a minor problem In the alignment of the television
screens. They were no longer In a straight line (See Plate III i„
Appendix IX or Figure III in Chapter I) and were harder to scan.
No improvement in this condition was possible without major recon.
struction of the console.
Additional improvements of the system included installing a
24 hour timer to turn the system on and warm it up before class so
that the electronic focus would be stable. The Burns technicians
felt that with equipment of this quality, there was no way to insure
a stable electronic focus other than to allow a 1-1/2 hour warm up
time.
The gold switcher numerals were replaced with black numerals
which the teacher felt were easier to see.
t
The cue lights behind switcher buttons 9, 10, 11 and 12 were
malfunctioning and required adjustment of a mounting screw to rectify
the problem. Also along the line of system failures, camera #1
caused monitor #l's picture to roll. The Burns technicians were
called in to correct this condition witn an adjustment of the cam-
era's vertical oscillator.
Centering the student's responses on the monitor screens was
a continual problem. Several improvements were tried, each with
moderate success. Guides were placed on the desks to mark where the
response sheets should go. Most of the time these guides were ef-
fective, but when students moved their desks, the guides became no
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longer centered. Connecting the desks together and to the floor
using 2" wide masking tape alleviated the problem for about five
periods until the tape peeled off. Another method of centering the
students' work was to tape response pads to the students' desks in
range of the camera. Each period when the system was to be used, the
pads were stuck to the desks within the range of the cameras and at
the end of the period the pads were removed. One method of centering
the response pads which was not successful was to pass out the response
pads and permit the students to attach them where it was most comfort-
able for them to write. Each camera was then aimed at the corres-
ponding response pad. The difficulty with this method was that it
required more time and effort to reaim the cameras than it did to place
the pad in range of preaimed cameras.
It was found that giving the cameras a 30 degree turn allowed
the response pads to be placed on the desks at a 30 degree angle making
it more comfortable for the students to write. The resulting images
on the monitors still remained level and centered.
The students' desks were placed in a "V" originally, and
there were complaints that some students were not able to read other
student's lips. The desks were rearranged into more of a semicircle
to permit lip reading, and the cameras were aimed obliquely toward
the desks, thus solving that problem.
Some children moved the lenses, putting them out of focus.
Also, removing and replacing the lens-caps sometimes changed the focus.
Instead of refocusing the lenses each time this happened it was found
feasible to tape the lenses into a prefocused position and leave
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them that way.
The Setchell
-CarIson display monitor has a detail control
which adjusts the high frequency response of the video amplifier.
Turning this adjustment to maximum improves the visibility of writing
on the screen.
Suggested Optimum Version of the System
From the experience gained so far at Clarke School, numerous
improvements are suggested for the system. The teacher should have
a camera over her desk to give her display capabilities on the same
screen as i_he students. Some teachers felt it would be advantageous
to have only two focal points for the students' attention (the mon-
itor and the teacher) rather than three focal points (the monitor,
the teacher, and either the chalkboard or the overhead projector
screen).
The teacher's console should be one unbroken line of monitors
to facilitate easy scanning of responses. Perhaps 8 low profile
monitors set side by side into a desk in an unbroken line would be
ideal.
The monitor screens should be larger and telephoto lenses
should be used on the cameras to produce larger, easier to read im-
ages. A second reason for changing to telephoto lenses is to permit
the cameras to be elevated farther above the desk tops away from
sight and out of arms' reach of children. This solves the problems
of students handling the cameras, misadjusting the focus, or acci-
dently bumping their heads when leaning over their desks. A third
reason for changing to telephoto lenses is to permit smaller writing
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to be visible on the monitors due to the magnification of the lens.
The smaller writing would make it more difficult for students to see
each other's papers in those situations where collusion is not de-
sired. Smaller writing would yield privacy to a student's answers
until such time as the teacher felt it appropriate to display the
response to the others. A fourth reason for switching to telephoto
lenses is that normal pencils could be used rather than special
dark pencils which smudge easily, cannot be erased easily, and are
difficult to supply.
A raised guide or permanent tablet holder should be placed
on the students' writing surfaces to keep all work within view of
the camera. Such modification would save much time spent centering
responses on the screen. Also, the desks should be mounted to the
floor under the cameras to further insure permanent centering. The
support for the cameras should permit semicircular arrangement of
students' desks where speech and lip reading are a requirement.
Ideally, a special room would house the system permitting the equip-
ment to be built into the room. The cameras could be hung from
supports in the ceiling rather than from a floor-to-ceiling arrange-
ment of poles.
A master switch controlling power to the teacher's monitors
alone should be installed permitting the teacher to easily extinguish
the distracting monitor images when not in use.
The optimum room for such a device need not be larger than
18 feet square if used for this purpose alone. It would need ample
glare-free lighting like that obtainable from fluorescent tubes.
Windows giving direct sunlight definitely should be avoided because
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of the vldlcon-daraaging glare produced. The Ideal root, should have
conduit In the ceiling allowing the camera harnesses to run to the
console unobtrusively.
Because the equipment takes over an hour for two men to set
up or take down, it is advisable to keep the equipment in one room
permanently. The equipment is heavy, bulky, and fragile, making it
inappropriate for portable use.
Many of i_hese suggestions could be implemented at reasonable
cost if a new system were to be built. Using the existing system,
one major improvement foreseeable is the change of lenses on the
cameras from 25mm to 50mm focal length.
Optimum use of the MITVR installation may require more than
changes in the equipment alone. A few guidelines concerning its use
may be helpful. It is suggested that the system be introduced to
the students a while before the students actually use the system.
The introduction should mention the fact that the machine is there
to help the students and is not spying on them. Perhaps such an in-
troduction will allay shyness of the type which occurred in teacher
S’s mathematics class.
Divergent classes may present a problem in the MITVR setting
because some students will complete a task long before others and
may have to remain idle while the teacher waits for the slower stu-
dents to respond. The device might best be used in somewhat homo-
geneous classes where this situation is minimized.
Some teachers found the display monitor quite valuable during
lessons and preferred to have it near them. The convenience of having
the monitor in proximity to the teacher warrants placing the monitor
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on a movable cart thus making the television available wherever needed.
One teacher found that a clear acetate sheet placed over the
television screen clung to the screen permitting the teacher to super-
impose corrections on the image of the student’s work.
The subject areas in which the system was used were mathe-
matics, language and speech. The kinds of areas for which the system
could be used may depend mostly upon the teacher's creativity, but the
system might be most, effective m subject matter areas where facts
are important and drill is desirable.
The school in which the system was tried is a verbally oriented
institution, i.e., oral responses by the students are preferred. The
system may find more use in a more visual setting where verbal forms
of communication are either impossible or unintelligible. Hartford
School for the Deaf is an example of a school relying heavily on visual
communication.
One thing the school with a MTVR system should have is an
audiovisual director or technician with some familiarity with tele-
vision. The equipment requires numerous electronic adjustments when
first set up, and occassional maintenance thereafter. Host of the
minor adjustments (once the system has been set up and peaked) can
be easily carried out by any teacher who knows how to operate a tele-
vision set.
Limitations of the Study
The study had several limitations which should be treated in
regard to the results obtained.
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The study did not aim to show MITVR to be better than the
traditional mode of teaching, but rather to show that the prototype
system works period, and does what it was designed to do. The study
shows definitely that at least in one case, the system worked. In
this school, with these teachers and these students, objectives 1,
2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 were met. The study also shows that
there exist some cases where the system does not work as evidenced
in objectives 5 and 7. No generalizability is inferred to other
schools, other teachers and subjects, or to other students.
A limitation of the data-gathering processes was the fact
that there was only one observer, therefore perhaps lending some
bias to the rating process.
The Hawthorne effect may be responsible for some high response
ratings for the students. Although the system was present whether
it was being used or not, it may have caused an elevated response
rate when it was in use because of its newness.
The teachers were aware that a study was being run while
they were using the system. Although the teachers had no vested in-
terest in the success of the device, they still may have performed
differently in the MITVR setting. No measurements were taken to ac-
count for teacher expectations. It is noted that one teacher had
a philosophy somewhat contrary to the purpose of the system. Teacher
W felt that responses should be verbal, not written. She said "one
word is not a language" and "they don't know it unless they can say
it" which may indicate a bias against the use of MITVR.
The teachers used the system when they wanted to. In order
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to accurately measure objective 11, It was necessary to examine the
frequency of its use by the teachers without prodding from the ex.
peril,renter. This method of datn-gathering has a limitation with re-
gard to objectives 2 and 4 however. The teachers may have tended
to use the system only when it suited their needs (which is desir-
able) and it may have suited their needs best in circumstances in-
volving high response and remediation rates such as drill and practice
The high response and remediation rates may be attributable to the
possibility that the system was used during times when interaction
rates vjould have been high anyway.
CHAPTER VI
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
For further study, it might be worthwhile to make whatever
improvements are possible on the system as suggested in Chapter V,
and then take it to a more visually oriented school for a long-term
trial. Since it is a visual response system, it may be most helpful
in the visual atmosphere of a school whose philosophy is more favorable
to written interaction between teacher and pupil or in those situa-
tions requiring written interaction.
It was surprising to find such a shyness in one group of
students while using the system. Another avenue for further study
might be to examine further what it was that made this particular
group withdraw when under the cameras. Since the teacher was per-
plexed at this shyness, it may be important to discover how likely it
is that such a reaction will reoccur in other classes. Perhaps there
is a way to dispell the shyness when it occurs or before it occurs in
the MITVR setting.
One of the objectives of the MITVR system was to aid the
teacher in discovering student learning problems. It seemed from the
results that this objective was not supported by MITVR while it was
used in Clarke School. Perhaps it would have been supported eariy
in the school year when the teachers were less familiar with the
students and their learning problems. As it was, the system was tried
late in the school year after the teachers had ample time to become
familiar with each student. Another reason why the teachers may have
been familiar with the students' learning problems was because most
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of the teachers lived and ate with the students. This unique sit-
uation prevalent at residential schools may have been responsible for
the teachers not finding new learning problems. Therefore, if the
study is performed again, it may be wise to have it in the beginning
of the school year, and have it in a school where the students and
teachers are removed from each other such as in a non-residential school.
M1TVR was tried in three subject areas—language, speech, and
mathematics. Since there is no assurance of generalizability of these
results to other subject areas, it may be wise to attempt a similar
study using other subject areas. Perhaps new uses of the system
could be discovered such as a biology teacher guiding 8 frog dissec-
tions simultaneously, or an art teacher overseeing portrait drawing.
MITVR was tried in a school for the deaf. If appropriate
class sizes were available, the device might be helpful in public
schools. MIVR, the first generation visual response system, was
received warmly in a number of public elementary schools and may
soon undergo formal long-term research in a secondary school. Per-
haps MITVR should also be tried in the public schools.
Experimental approaches may also be tried as opposed to the
evaluation approach used here. MITVR may be a useful tool in ex-
ploring aptitude treatment interaction or comprehensive achievement
monitoring because it provides immediate feedback to the researcher
evidencing the effects of his treatment or method. MIVR has already
been used in an experiment involving the effects of reinforcement
methods on the sentence writing capabilities of deaf students.^
-
^Herbert Todd Eachus, The Effects of Token Reinforcement and
Verbal Remediation on the Rate, Accuracy, and Length of Sentence
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Studies may also be run measuring variables such as the
effects of the teacher using the switcher/monitor as a reinforcing
device. Reward for desired behavior would be to have one's work
displayed to the class on the switcher/monitor.
Exploration into the variety of ways acetate sheets may be
overlayed on the display monitor screen might yield new uses for
this technique. This technique was first used by teacher S who
superimposed a correction over the image of a student's work.
Composition by Deaf Children
. Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation.
Amherst, Massachusetts: University of Massachusetts, 1969, p. 83.
APPENDIX I
MITVR Daily Log, by Peter Utz
February 27
The MITVR system was assembled in an empty television studio at
Clarke School for the Deaf. Assisting were Nils Johnson, Burns
Electronics representative, and Francis Staley, Senior Technical
Assistant from the University of Massachusetts Audiovisual department.
Camera control box #5 had a loose connector. It took three
men 30 minutes to erect the pole framework. It required two
hours to thoroughly test out and peak the equipment.
March 2-5
I let the equipment "cook" as a long term running test. Object:
Make whatever is likely to go wrong happen now, not in the class-
room. I noticed unstable electronic focus as the equipment
warmed up. Necessary warm-up time: one-and-one-half hours.
We need an automatic 24 hour clock timer to warm up the equip-
ment by class time. The height of the console is inordinate,
and would separate the teacher from her class if placed on the
teacher’s desk as originally planned. Lowering the console
lowers the switching panel, however. I designed a tilt-back stand
which would keep the switcher at arm's lenth yet lower the con-
sole profile.
Mr. White (Clarke School Audiovisual Director) is asked to "cook"
the system by turning it on and letting it run every day.
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March 6
A meeting was arranged between project director, Dr. Wyman, and
Clarke School administration and staff. Present were Dr. George
Pratt, President; Mrs. Isabel Blish, Supervising Teacher of
Middle School; Ralph S. White, Audiovisual Director; and
Miss W, the Middle School teacher who volunteered to try the
equipment in her room. Agreement was made that Clarke School
will host the experiment for about two weeks if it does not re-
quire any obligations on the part of the staff in any way as to
the system's use. It was agreed that the equipment would be
used at the teacher's and administration's discretion, and that
in no way will the study interfere with the teacher's method-
ology or lesson content.
I met with Miss W to make room arrangements and set up a time-
table of events. I arranged to have 8 box, 25 box, and 8 line
response sheets duplicated.
March 9
Mr. Staley and I solved the problem of the switcher being too
low by moving it to the top of the console. This move changes
the alignment of the television screens however, making scanning
the screens for student answers slightly more difficult.^
-
Note: Switch numbers 9, 10, 11 and 12 have dim light coming
^Plate III shows the monitor screens to be in a jagged
line when scanned from left to right.
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from behind them. Only the button which has been pressed should
be lighted. Since the problem isn't severe, no corrective action will
be taken until enough problems arise to warrant calling in the
Burn's technicians,
March 11
1:30
Miss W practiced with the system. Pencil writing is barely vis-
ible. We must place the cameras closer to the students' desks.
The gold numbers over the switcher were hard to see on the light
background. I covered them with large black numbers.
I received clearance to observe Miss W's class and got a schedule
of her classes.
2:15
Miss W ran a pilot test with her class in the television studio.
I ran a pilot of my data gathering devices. I found them un-
wieldy. The students were escited. One student tripped over the
power cord unplugging the system. The desks needed guides or
markers for proper positioning or papers in the camera's view.
March 12
I refined and improved my data-gathering instruments by simpli-
fying the original complicated tally sheets.
March 13
Mr. Staley and I built a console stand on casters.
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March 14
Hr. Staley recoated the stand with gray paint and installed a
two inch thick board on the front of the stand to tip the console
back. The highest part of the console is about 32 inches high
when on the stand rather than the 50 or tore inches it would have
been if placed on a short table or a desk.
March 16
I "cooked" the system and placed the console on the stand. The
television system ran all day. Camera #7 is beginning to lose
contrast. I log 12 hours to date, during which the equipment
has been running.
I began gathering data on Hiss Ws class to get an idea of how
many responses and remediations occurr in a "traditional" setting
In Miss W's class, the students with poor speech seem to receive
more remediation than the others.
March 18
I °bse v Miss W's classes in the traditional setting. I noted
that the MITVR system may be useful in teaching "when, before,
after-and-verb" sentences.
Miss W's students sit in the same seats each class meeting.
I ran the system one hour.
Note: Camera #7 projected too much vertical length, but the
problem was not yet serious. Things got better as the cameras
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wanned up. Camera #7 also had the greatest focus change as it
wanned up. Camera #8 had the least change in focus. No action
was taken on these matters.
March 19
Miss W's 11:00 and 2:15 classes had 10 minute movies. This de-
creased the number of responses for the class periods involved.
I asked Miss W to examine the student polls. She suggested some
changes in the words used. I changed the student polls to sim-
pler language for her students. On question #5, for instance,
the word "bored" was changed to "tired" for this reason.
Note: Changes in student's responding behavior are likely to
occur due to the vacation coming at the end of the week.
I logged one more hour running time for the system.
Mr. Staley and I set the equipment up in Miss W's room. The
equipment is much too heavy for two men to carry far. I es-
timate the console to weigh 150 pounds with the control boxes
r—^ved. It took the two of us two hours and ten minutes to
dismantle, carry the equipment up three flights of stairs and
down a hall, and set up the equipment in the classroom. It
took me 45 minutes more to tidy up and peak the equipment.
March 20
The teacher turned the equipment on at 8:30. It will remain on
"standby" during each school day when not in actual use from now
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till the end of the study. In ’'standby" the equipment is oper-
ating but the display monitor has a blank screen. This mode
keeps the equipment wanned up but doesn’t distract the students.
Note: I must always see that the students know that they are to
answer the student poll questions with respect to that period's
activities. Thus the responses will be specific and applicable
to that period's activities rather than general.
The 9:25 class appeared acclimated to the equipment. The students
were attentive to the teacher during this traditional class and
payed no attention to the surrounding equipment.
The monitor images are too small and unclear, according to the
teacher. Also, we need desk guides for centering student papers
because class time is wasted trying to get the responses centered
on the monitor screens.
10:00 The equipment was used full time for spelling
11:00 The equipment was used full time for "when, after" exercises.
11:30 The equipment was semi-used, off and on.
11:37 The teacher pressed "standby".
The students bumped their heads on the cameras when they leaned
forward to unplug their headphones. The only action taken was to
warn the students to be careful. Raising the cameras would al-
leviate the problem but would move the cameras too far from the
desk tops. Longer focal length lenses would allow the cameras
to be raised.
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Two neighboring teachers requested to try the system.
March 23
I installed the timer. The equipment will be on from 7:00 till
3:00 every school day from now till. the end of the study.
Cameras 2, 5 and 7 warm up more slowly than the others.
Note: When some students saw another's mistake on the display
monitor, they re-examined their papers to see if they had made
the same mistake.
9:30 - 9:50 The equipment was used full time.
9:50 - 10:15 The equipment was on "standby".
10:30 - 11:00 The equipment was used full time.
In the future, I may log the television use on the response
sheets. This nay result in less paper handling with other record-
ing devices permitting me to give my undivided attention to the
dynamics of the class.
I taped guides on the desks to aid the students in centering
their work under the cameras.
Miss W commented that the monitor screens were not in a straight
line and should be so for easy scanning. No action was taken
as this would require extensive remodeling of the console.
The system was used in a "make, let" exercise.
11:05 The students complained about the new rubber smell of
the equipment. It will go away, they were told.
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March 24
To facilitate ease of reading the monitor images, I brought black
china markers to the class and distributed them. Blunt primary
point pencils would have worked, but according to the teacher,
the pencils would have a bad psychological effect on the older
students. Felt pens run dry or are messy, so china pencils were
used. They are regular pencil size, yield dark images, and make
a broad line. The broad line forces the students to write a
little bigger, making their writing easier to see on the screens.
Till now, for convenience, a 21" Admiral display monitor had
been used. The planned component, a 23" Setchell Carlson was
connected and placed in the front of the room. The Setchell
Carlson image was much clearer than the Admiralis picture.
Turning the "detail" control improved the image even more.
9:30
Miss W complained that the ,rV" setup of student desks made it
hard for some students to see each other. She suggested that the
horizontal pipe supporting the cameras be bowed allowing a semi-
u-u-^ular seating arrangement. The students' desks were moved
into a flattened semicircle to facilitate lip reading, and the
cameras were reaimed at the desks. Bowing the supporting pipes
however, would be too extensive a change to make presently.
With the cameras moved still closer to improve legibility on
the monitors, the field of view became about 6" by 8". This
resulted in the original response sheets being replaced by a
new size response sheet of the 5" by 6" variety.
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We need masking tape to hold desks and pads centered under
the cameras.
12:00
I obtained 2" wide masking tape and fastened the desks together.
I made up answer sheets the size of one half an 8-1/2" by 11"
sheet. I removed the old tape guides from the desks as they
were coming loose anyhow, and replaced them with the new an-
swer pads tilted at a comfortable angle for a right handed person.
The cameras, once tilted to the same angle, displayed a level,
upright image.
Joseph Panko, Project Coordinator of the NRMCD Media Specialist
Institute at the University of Massachusetts, visited for a
period and suggested that MITVR might be of more use in a vis-
ually oriented setting than it is in a verbal or manual setting.
The students said they liked the system and would like to use
it again.
March 25
8:45
The class got library books and read part of the period. This
explains the low response/remediation rate for the class.
9:30
Student #5 who came to class late was able to make up the lost
work under the television camera. The teacher occasionally
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glanced at her monitor and kept track of the student while ahe
and the class went ahead with other things. The class studied
adjectives with the television system.
11:25
During the use of the MITVR system, I noticed wandering eyes.
The students can see each other's papers quite well. This wouldn't
happen if the students didn't have to write so large.
March 26
The 2" masking tape has all come loose.
o
Monitor #1 has the "hiccups".
Monitor 7 has an unstable horizontal hold. The picture may be
corrected by turning the control totally clockwise.
The Setchell Carlson has a smooth raster. The Admiral's raster
is not as smooth, and might even be distracting to some.
9:30
Miss W commented that she manages to work "in spite of the equip-
ment" rather than assisted by the equipment. She said, "one word
is not a language", and that complete sentences, correctly
2
"Hiccups" is a descriptive term coined here to identify a
technological situation where the vertical oscillator for the camera
does not generate exactly the same frequency as the vertical oscillator
in the monitor. This results in the picture being stable for a moment
and then rolling. This cycle continues at a rate equal to the beat
frequency of the two mismatched oscillators.
3
Raster is a technical term referring to the establishment
of scanning lines on a television screen. It is a system of luminous
lines traced on the phosphers of a cathode ray tube.
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pronounced, were what the students really needed.
The equipment has been running from 7:00 to 12:00 these last
three days. The timer was turned off permanently for vaca-
tion, March 27 to April 13.
April 1
Burns sent several technicians to repair the system. They read-
justed the vertical oscillator in control box #1 which was caus-
ing monitor #1 to have the "hiccups". They said the problem with
the electronic focus changing as the equipment heats up couldn't
be solved in equipment of this quality. They also didn't feel
it necessary to disassemble monitor #7 to stabilize the hori-
zontal hold until the hold could no longer be controlled ex-
ternally from the front of the monitor.
The complete system was turned on and a power consumption meas-
urement was taken. MITVR draws 7 amps.
April 13
We reinstituted the timer-activated 7:00 to 12:00 operating
procedure.
Miss W says the system slows her down. It takes too long to
write things she says. She adds that with only eight students,
the teacher can see their papers anyway without the system.
A meeting was arranged for 1:30 the next day so that Dr. Wyman,
the project director, could discuss the merits and weaknesses
of the machine with Miss W.
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April 14
I met with the Assistant to the President, Bill Blevins to dis-
cuss the possibility of other teachers volunteering to use the
system. He concurred with the idea of others trying the system
if they desired.
Dr. Wyman, Miss W and I decided at our 1:30 meeting to try tele-
photo lenses if we could get them, so that the students' writing
could be magnified more on the small screened monitors. We also
decided to ask Nathan Tilley, Assistant Coordinator of the NRMCD
Media Specialist Program, to visit and photograph the setup.
Miss W wrote down her observations about the system in detail.
To date, the equipment has operated a total of 58 hours.
April 15
Miss W informed me that her students had told her the system was
slow and they didn't feel like they could get as much done in
the MITVR setting.
Miss W suggested that we have one accessible switch which would
turn off the 8 console monitors. Her peripheral vision is sen-
sitive to the flickering of the 8 screens and it would be good
to have an easier way of turning them off than pushing all eight
*'off" buttons on the individual monitors to remove the distract-
ing flicker. The students also find the monitors intriguing,
and to deter them from congregating about the console, she turns
the monitors off.
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April 16
Miss W agreed to the experiment running one more week in her room
with other teachers using the system. She indicated that while
the equipment was not in use, it was not in her way and did not
distract the students.
The 25mm (about 1") lens on camera #1 was replaced with a 2" lens
temporarily. The 2 M lens provided a vast improvement by mag-
nifying and thus clarifying the monitor image.
I would recommend building any future models of the MITVR with
50mm lenses. The 25mm 1:1.9 Shibaden Tamron lens has too wide an
angle. With a 50mm lens, normal pencil writing appears large
and clear on the console monitors. The work area in view of the
camera is about 3" by 4". To make the work area larger (at
the sacrifice of magnification) one would need only to raise the
cameras farther from the desks. Raising the cameras has ad-
ditional blessings of removing them from sight and extending them
beyond the students' reach.
April 17
10:50
Miss W demonstrated the use of the MITVR system to visitors from
Lexington School for the Deaf. During the 10 minute demonstra-
tion, the students (a hard-of-hearing class) listened to a record
of Tom Jones singing "Green Green Grass of Home." Each student
had a memeographed copy of the words and followed along pointing
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to the words as they were sung. The teacher observed all
students following the words simultaneously.
The data which normally would have been gathered during the tele-
vision session from 10:50 to 11:00 was. not compiled because
the experimenter could not decide how many responses existed
during the session. When a student follows the words to a song
with his finger, how many responses is he making? One for the
whole song? One per word? One per line? One each time he moves
his finger? Whatever the case, it was too hard to gether data
during this 10 minute session.
Observations made by the visitors from Lexington School for the
Deaf
:
1. Desk markings are necessary to provide guidance for center-
ing your work.
2. The system is an effective tool for "discovering the student
who is lost."
3. The student’s writing is hard to see on the screens. Mag-
nification is necessary.
4. Centering one's work to reman, in the field of the camera
is a continual difficulty.
A meeting with Mr. B, the Supervising Teacher for Upper School,
resulted in my being introduced at an 11:40 meeting to the teach-
ers of Upper School. Volunteers to try the system were solicited.
A memo was circulated announcing where the system was and in-
viting all to see it.
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April 21
Mr. S, mathematics and science teacher in Upper School, indi-
cated that he would like to try the MITVR system. Miss K and
Miss H, Middle School teachers, also indicated interest in the
system. Miss W agreed to allow the system to remain in her room
a second week longer than expected if others wanted to use the
system.
April 22
Mr. B indicated that Mr. S's room was too small and crowded for
the MITVR system. However, he would allow Mr. S to use the sys-
tem in Miss W's room if he wished.
Further discussion with Mr. B revealed that the system impresses
him as being a "gadget" and he feels that the money might best
be spent on hiring and paying better teachers.
Miss K agreed to use the system at 9:25 Wednesday. I prepared
the system for her use by making lined response pads with card-
board backs which could easily be taped to the desk tops and
later removed for a conventional class.
April 23
I taped the desks together and taped the pads to the desks. This
process which took me three minutes, cuts teacher equipment man-
ipulation time.
10:20 - 10:25
Miss V/ demonstrated the machine's operation and utilization.
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10:25
Mi6s K used the system to teach opposites. Example: "What is
the opposite of happy? Write it down."
Note: Miss W had an effective way of demonstrating the machine
to the deaf children. First she placed objects under a few
cameras. Next she had the children stand around her to view
the eight screens. She then pointed to an object on a desk, then
pointed to the camera over the desk while enunciating the number
of the camera, then she pointed to the monitor image showing the
same object and pointed to the monitor number while speaking it.
She next pointed to the pushbutton on the switcher which had
the same number as the camera and monitor, and said the number
again. Pressing the button, she then pointed to the display
monitor revealing the image of the object. This introduction
made the students aware of what she was seeing and what she was
doing at the front of the classroom during a lesson.
11:00
Miss H used the system to teach speech.
At the end of the day, both Miss K and Miss H were anxious to
try the system again. They said it was easy to operate and fun
to use. They didn’t feel that it slowed them down any. They did
not, however, feel that they had discovered any new learning prob-
lems in their students.
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April 24
9:34
Miss K used the system. It took me three minutes to pass out
pencils and tape the tablets to the desks. I tilted the cam-
eras clockwise for the writing comfort of the left handed students.
She used the monitor/switcher to reward any and all responses
from her class. She mentioned that hers is a slow class. The
students are young, consequently they write large and their writ-
ing shows up well on the screens.
Transparencies prepared by NRMCD were used and the teacher asked
questions like: 'T/hat is the boy doing?” The answers were writ-
ten by the students.
A ninth student, who would otherwise have not participated under
a camera, was permitted to sit by the teacher observing the
eight screens. When the other students responded to a question,
this student would choose the correct answers on the screens much
like a multiple choice exam. This student could then point the
correct ansv/ers out to the teachoi. ^»id then choose one to display
if the teacher so desired. This was a good way to keep the ninth
student involved in an active learning situation. This may war-
rant further study as another legitimate way to use the system.
The display monitor was moved next to the teacher permitting her
to point directly to a mistake without rising from her seat. The
method worked well and having the monitor closer to the children
made it easier to see
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The youngster's writing is large enough to see easily on the
monitors.
Some students tend to hide their answers from the others and
consequently end up hiding their answers from the cameras. Per-
haps a future system refinement could offer more privacy to a
student's answer.
Immediate remediation is apparent here from the viewpoint of
the experimenter.
With the display monitor next to the teacher and the writing pads
fastened under the cameras, manipulation time is further reduced.
It required one minute for me to collect the pads and pencils
at the end of the lesson.
Response to informal poll: Miss K indicated that the equipment
was extremely simple to operate. She said, however, that using
the device revealed no new learning problems in her students.
11:00
Miss H used the system for a lesson in telling time. She moved
the hands of the clock to a position and the students wrote
down the time shown on the dial.
It took 2 minutes to pass out pencils and pads. The display
monitor was moved next to the teacher again.
The students still tended to cover their papers with their hands
to keep their answers private. Some students copy answers from
their neighbors.
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The writing is still large enough to be easily visible on the
television screens.
April 27
9:30
Miss K again anxiously used the system. Some students poked at
the cameras and stuck their fingers into the lens openings.
These students are ten years old.
While unplugging their headsets, four students bumped their
heads on the cameras. It is becoming more imperative that longer
focal length lenses be employed allowing the cameras to be ele-
vated out of reach.
11:00
Miss H cheerfully used the system. Two minutes were required
to affix the writing pads, pass out pencils, and move the display
monitor to the front of the room.
April 28
Both Miss H and Miss K wanted to use the system again but Mrs. B,
the supervising teacher for Middle School, indicated a desire
for the experiment to terminate soon. She explained that she
didn't want this experiment going on for a long time as it was
only an experiment and should not be overused. Not being an
"experimental" achool, Clarke School is most concerned with pro-
viding what has been shown to be effective teaching aids and
methods. Since there is no research as yet to support MITVR,
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it therefore is not yet considered to be a conclusive advantage
to the students. The welfare of the students comes first and it
is not the policy of the school to experiment with something
which is not a clear and obvious benefit to the students.
Miss K suggested placing a camera over the teacher's desk so that
the teacher could display things to the students on the monitor.
Using the overhead projector for this purpose, she explained,
distracts the students. It would be better to have two focal
points: the teacher and the display monitor, than to have three
focal points; the overhead projection screen, the teacher, and
the television screen.
Mr. S requested to use the system the 29th and 30th. Mrs. B
granted the request.
Miss K’s students and Miss H's students both request vigorously
to go to Miss W's room and use the system. Unfortunately, these
students are too young to take a written poll. It might have
4been quite favorable.
April 29
I noted that camera #3 seemed to lack some detail.
10:30
Mr. S used the system to teach math. The students did a math
book exercise. As each student finished his work, the teacher
^In retrospect, the poll could and should have been given orally.
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would check it, remediate the student if desired, and then
would turn off the students’ monitor. This way the teacher knew
which students’ work had been checked. The class was quite di-
vergent, some finishing quickly, some slowly. There was a sub-
stantial time lag when several exercises were given at once.
Noticing this, Mr. S proceeded to give only one exercise at a
time and the noticeable time lag disappeared.
Mr. S indicated that he enjoyed having the display monitor, and
desired having a camera over his desk too. Thus he would be
able to show things on the display monitor. He said he would
prefer seeing the eight small monitors placed in a straight line,
or in two unbroken straight lines. Mr. S found it a necessity
to place the display monitor next to him so that he could point
out things on the students' papers. His first impressions were
that the machine was ominous and massive. He claimed his stu-
dents sensed this too. He noticed that some students withdrew
into themselves under the cameras. Some were embarassed at hav-
ing a wrong answer. The class is composed of eight slower fourth
gra'-'rs aged 12 to 13. Some of the students are shy and insecure.
Perhaps a different introduction to the MITVR system would have
resulted in more openness.
11:30
Mrs. B was asked her impressions of the system. Her first im-
pression was that it was large, ominous, complicated and expensive.
She also indicated that with only eight students, the teacher
could check the students’ papers manually, without using the
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"contraption". She saw no future in there being one of these in
every classroom, but if proven effective, it could warrant being
built into a room of its own.
April 30
10:30
Mr. S eagerly used the system. This time, instead of positioning
the pads under the cameras before class, I let the students place
the pads where it was most comfortable for them to write. I
then positioned the cameras to focus on the pads where the stu-
^®uts had placed them. It was harder to position the cameras
than it had been to position the pads, and the process took
longer. I would recommend positioning the pads rather than the
cameras.
The embarassment factor was still present in the class. Some
students are very shy about others seeing their work. This
seemed to be true for only this class.
Mr. S stated that MITVR accomplished its goal of providing im-
mediate feedback. When asked if he found the system valuable
in assessing learning problems, he said it was not. He felt
that assessment and teaching are separate activities, and the
two should not be mixed. Assessment and remediation both have
their place and both can be done with the machine. Both, however,
should be done separately rather than simultaneously. Perhaps a
better assessment of student learning problems could be achieved
1X0
v/ith a paper-and-pencil test, he suggested.
Mr. S's class appears to have four brighter students and four
slower students. It is hard to use the system with such a di-
vergent class as this because the fast students must wait a long
time for the slow students to respond.
To correct an error on one student's paper, Mr. S switched the
image of the paper onto the display monitor, pressed a clear
overhead transparency over the screen, and vnrote on it making
a correction for the student. The acetate sheet clung to the
television screen. This looks like an effective method of
superimposing corrections on a student's paper.
May 1
Frank Staley and I dismantled and removed the equipment from
Miss W's room where it has been for 20 school days. The equipment
has operated 145 hours to date and is still running Y^ell. Camera
#3 gives a fuzzier picture than the rest, but is still satisfactory.
It took the two of us one hour to disassemble the equipment, plus
a half hour to move it down a flight of stairs and to the car.
It all fits into one Ford station wagon.
APEENDIX II
MITVR USAGE LOG
KEY
Teacher
’
s Initial: W Miss W K = Miss K
H = Miss H S = Mr. S
Class Mode: R = regular or traditional setting
TV = MITVR setting
Note: Normal classes run 40 minutes
Date Time Class Mode
March 16 9:25 R
10:20 R
11:00 R
2:15 R
March 17 10:20 R
March 18 9:40 R
10:20 R
11:00 R
March 19 11:00 R
2:15 R
TELEVISION INSTALLED
March 20 8:45 R
9:25 - 10:00 R
10:00 - 10:15 TV (used full time)
10:20 - 11:00 TV (used full time)
Teacher 1 s
W
W
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
Initial
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112
Date Time
March 20 11:00- 11:30 TV
(continued)
11:30-11:37 TV
11:37-11:45 TV
March 23 8:45
9:30-9:50 TV
9:50-10:15 TV
10:20-10:34
10:34-11:00 TV
11:00
March 24 8:45
9:25-9:50 TV
9:50-10:05
10:20-11:00
11:00-11:30 TV
11:30-11:45
March 25 8:45-9:25
9:30-9:50 TV
9:50-10:05
10:20-11:00
11:00-11:25
11:25-11:45 TV
March 26 8:45
9:25-9:30
9:30-9:45 TV
9:45-10:05
10:20-10:45
Class Mode Teacher’s Initial
(used full time) W
(used part time) w
(standby) w
R w
(used full time) w
(standby) w
R w
(used full time) w
R w
R w
(used full time) w
R w
R w
(used full time) w
R w
R w
(used full time) w
R w
R w
R w
(used full time) w
R w
R w
(used full time) w
R w
R \1
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Date Time Class Mode
10:45-
-11:00 TV (used full t ime )
11:00 R
VACATION
April 13 9:00 R
9:25 R
10:20 R
11:00 R
April 14 9:35-•9:51 R
9:51-•10:00 TV (used full time)
10:25 R
April 15 9:30 R
10:20 R
11:00 R
April 16 8:45 R
9:30 R
10:20 TV (used full time)
11:00 R
April 17 9:15 R
9:30 TV (used full time)
10:30 TV (used full time)
11:00 R
April 23 10:25 R
April 24 9:30 TV (used full time)
10:20 R
TV (used full time)
Teacher's
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
K
K
K
H
Initial
11:00-11:35
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Date Time Class Mode Teacher's Initial
April 27 9:30 TV (used full time) K
11:10 TV (used full time) H
April 28 10:20 R H
11:00 R H
April 29 10:20 TV (used full time) S
April 30 10:20 TV (used full time) S
May 1 10:20 R S
SYSTEM REMOVED
May 4 9:30 R K
10:20 R S
11:00 R H
APPENDIX
III
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APPENDIX IV
TALLY OF RESPONSES AND REMEDIATIONS
KEY
Subject: M «* mathematics
R = reading
S = speech
L = language
Setting: R = regular or traditional setting
T = MITVR setting
An X in the adjustment column appears for classes which ran less than
the usual 40 minutes. To correct for this disparity, the number of
responses and remediations for that class were multiplied by a factor
to correct for the disparity. The factor was set at 40 minutes di-
vided by the actual duration of the class in minutes.
W H
The total for eight students column corrects for deviations in the
number of students actually in the class by multiplying by the factor:
eight students divided by the number of students actually present.
The tally is organized with the remediations being the top number
and the responses being the bottom number. For example: March 16,
9:25, Student #1 made 30 responses and received 18 remediations.
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APPENDIX V
TALLY OF MANIPULATION TIME
KEY
Activity: PP = position pads/papers
W = pass out special pencils
PD = position desks
PC = position cameras
P = general positioning
Who did the activity: E = experimenter
T = teacher
When the activity was done: B = before lesson
D = during lesson
A = after lesson
Teacher’s initial: W = Miss W
K = Miss K
H = Miss H
S = Mr. S
Subject: S = speech
L = language
R = reading
M = mathematics
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APPENDIX VII
TECHNICAL DETAILS
Bums Electronic Security Services, Inc., South Windsor, Con-
necticut supplied the follov7ing components to the MITVR system for a
total price of $4,950.00.
Quantity Description
8 Shibaden HV-50 cameras with HS-202 vidicon, 25mm fl.9 lens,
30-36 feet of camera cable.
Horizontal resolution: 500 lines
Vertical resolution: 350 lines
Weight: 1.2 kilograms for camera head
Weight: 1.2 kilograms for control unit
Camera-mounted controls: Manual lens focus
"Iris" or target voltage
Control box: Power switch with pilot lamp
Electronic focus
Video-RF selector
Channel selector
8 Sony PV-J3030, 5" rack-mounted monitors
Vertical resolution: 300 Mnes
Horizontal resolution: 400 lines
Weight: 8 pounds
Controls: Vertical hold
Horizontal hold
Brightness
Contrast
Power (off-on~volume)
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Setche 11-CarIson 2100 SD, 23" monitors
Vertical resolution: not given
Horizontal resolution: 600 lines
Weight: 75 pounds
Rear panel controls: Horizontal hold
Height
Vertical linearity
Focus
AC circuit breaker
Front panel controls: Brightness
Vertical hold
Contrast
Detail
Tone and power
Volume
Channel selectors (UHF and VHP)
Function selector
1 Dynair VS-12L-A, 12 position video switcher
75 ohm termination to unused outputs
Illuminated pushbuttons
1 Metal Works RBT desk top turret (customized)
From Color Tran was purchased the following framework of poles and
mounting hardware for $224.00:
4 PK2--Color Tran Pole King Kit, floor to ceiling supports from
46" to 13' 9"
2 PE3—Color Tran 114" Crossbar Kit
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^ PAS—
-Color Tran Double Clarnps
8 PAl 12" straight horizontal arm
8 Color Tran 3-way mounting brackets
A stand was built and painted which supported the console on four 4"
casters at a cost of about $35.
An electric 24 hour timer with 600 watt capacity was purchased for $12.00.
Estimated weight of console with stand: 184 pounds
Total cost of system: $5,221.00
Time required to set up equipment for the first time:
2-3/4 hours to make operational, which broken down is:
1/2 hour to assemble framework (3 men)
1-1/2 hours to mount cameras and connect circuitry (2 men)
3/4 hour to adjust and peak camera (1 man)
Time required to set up equipment the second time:
2 hours to make operational which broken down is:
1/2 hour to assemble framework (2 men)
1 hour to mount cameras and connect circuitry (2 men)
1/2 hour to adjust and peak cameras (1 man)
Time required to pack up equipment (2 men):
1 hour plus 1/2 hour to transport out of room and to the car
Required warmup time to stabilize electronic focus: 1-1/2 to 2 hours
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Cost of proposed 50mm fl.9 lens for camera $49.50 each (as compared
with the $30.00 cost of each of the 25mm fl.9 lenses which were
purchased originally).
Current requirement of teacher’s console: 7 amperes
Current requirement of display monitor: 1.6 amperes
APPENDIX VIII
data-gathering instruments used in this study
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STUDENT POLL
Please answer the following questions:
1.
Did the teacher go too fast at any time?
2.
Did the teacher go too slowly at any time?
3.
Could you follow the teacher?
4.
Did you understand the other children?
5.
Were you tired at times?
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DATE TIME TEACHER
SUBJECT SETTING
student # responses: 1 # remediations : x TOT.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
TOT.
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SUBJECT SETTING
switcher /inoni tor
TALLY
TOT.
# times
sw/mon
used to
correct
mistake
# times
sw/mon
used where
one student
corrects
another
# Student
responses
to each
new monitor
image
# times
sw/mon used *
Teacher uses of sw/mon
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DATE TIME
SUBJECT
TEACHER
Daily setup time
Daily closedovm time
manipulation time activity
APPENDIX IX
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE SYSTEM
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1Plate I
Image of Three-by-five inch card as seen
on 23 inch display monitor vrhen 50 mm focal
length lens is used on camera.
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Plate II
Close-up of four monitors in teacher’s console.
Monitor #1 in upper left hand corner shows image
taken through 50 ram camera lens. Monitor #2 to
its right shows same size object taken through
25 mm lens.
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Plate III
View of console from front of room.
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• N n i
Plate IV
Viev; of back of room.
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Plate V
View of front of room.
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